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Message from the Program Chairs

This is the sixth edition of the Workshop on Computational Models of Reference, Anaphora and
Coreference (CRAC). CRAC was first held in New Orleans five years ago in conjunction with NAACL
HLT 2018. But the workshop series dates back to its predecessor, the Coreference Resolution Beyond
OntoNotes (CORBON) that started in 2016, and has arguably become the primary forum for
coreference researchers to present their latest results since the demise of the Discourse Anaphora and
Anaphor Resolution Colloquium series in 2011. While CORBON focused on under-investigated
coreference phenomena, CRAC has a broader scope, covering all cases of computational modeling of
reference, anaphora, and coreference.

CRAC 2023 continued to attract a large number of very high quality papers. Specifically, we received
15 submissions which were rigorously reviewed by three program committee members. Based on their
recommendations, we accepted 10 papers. Two papers were withdrawn. This is the first time we are
experimenting with the presentation of a non-archived work in progress. The idea is to allow authors to
submit their work in progress for review. If it gets accepted, they can present the work at the workshop.
However, it won’t be included in the workshop proceedings. Thus, they can still submit a more
complete version as original work to another venue. Overall, we were pleased with the large number of
submissions as well as the quality of the accepted papers.

This is the second year of the CRAC shared task on Multilingual Coreference Resolution. This allows
researchers who did not participate in the workshop to disseminate their work to a smaller and more
focused audience which should promote interesting discussions.

We are grateful to the following people, without whom we could not have assembled an interesting
program for the workshop. First, we are indebted to our program committee members. This year the
reviewing load was on an average of three papers per reviewer. All of them did the incredible job of
completing their reviews in a short reviewing period. This year we have two invited talks. We thank
Bernd Bohnet and Milan Straka for accepting our invitation to be this year’s invited speakers. We
continue the tradition of having a panel on the Universal Anaphora (UA) effort–a unified,
language-independent markup scheme that reflects common cross-linguistic understanding of
reference-related phenomena. Motivated by Universal Dependencies, UA aims to facilitate referential
analysis of the similarities and idiosyncrasies among typologically different languages, support
comparative evaluation of anaphora resolution systems and enable comparative linguistic studies.
Finally, we would like to thank the workshop participants for joining us in this event.

We hope you will enjoy it as much as we do!

— Sameer Pradhan, Maciej Ogrodniczuk, Anna Nedoluzhko,
Massimo Poesio, and Vincent Ng
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Invited Talk

Multilingual Coreference Resolution with Innovative seq2seq Models

Bernd Bohnet, Google, USA

Abstract
In this talk, we explore advancements in coreference resolution systems, focusing on our novel approach
that leverages a text-to-text (seq2seq) paradigm of modern LLMs. We utilize multilingual T5 (mT5) as
the foundational language model. Traditional coreference systems primarily employ search algorithms
across possible spans. In contrast, our method jointly predicts mentions and links, achieving superior
accuracy on the CoNLL-2012 datasets. Notably, our system recorded an 83.3 F1-score for English,
surpassing previous research. Further evaluations on multilingual datasets, particularly Arabic and
Chinese, yielded improvements over prior works, showcasing the multilingual transfer abilities of our
model across many languages. Additionally, our experiments with the SemEval-2010 datasets in various
settings—including zero-shot and low resource transfer—reveal significant performance improvements
for other languages. We will discuss the capabilities of LLMs to provide a more streamlined, effective,
and unified approach to coreference resolution.

Speaker Bio
Bernd Bohnet is a researcher in Natural Language Processing (NLP). He earned his Ph.D. with a
specialization in text generation. Subsequently, he served as an tenured Assistant Professor at the
University of Birmingham. For the past nine years, Dr. Bohnet carried out research with Google and
Google DeepMind. His expertise encompasses a broad range of topics in natural language understanding,
including tagging, parsing, coreference resolution, and reading comprehension. In recent years, he has
turned his attention to Large Language Models (LLMs), focusing on their capabilities in factual accuracy,
question answering, and the integration techniques into LLMs (tool use).
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Filling in the Gaps:
Efficient Event Coreference Resolution using Graph Autoencoder Networks

Loic De Langhe, Orphée De Clercq, Veronique Hoste
LT3, Language and Translation Technology Team, Ghent University, Belgium

Groot-Brittanniëlaan 45, 9000 Ghent, Belgium
firstname.lastname@ugent.be

Abstract

We introduce a novel and efficient method for
Event Coreference Resolution (ECR) applied to
a lower-resourced language domain. By fram-
ing ECR as a graph reconstruction task, we
are able to combine deep semantic embeddings
with structural coreference chain knowledge
to create a parameter-efficient family of Graph
Autoencoder models (GAE). Our method sig-
nificantly outperforms classical mention-pair
methods on a large Dutch event coreference
corpus in terms of overall score, efficiency and
training speed. Additionally, we show that our
models are consistently able to classify more
difficult coreference links and are far more ro-
bust in low-data settings when compared to
transformer-based mention-pair coreference al-
gorithms.

1 Introduction

Event coreference resolution (ECR) is a discourse-
centered NLP task in which the goal is to deter-
mine whether or not two textual events refer to the
same real-life or fictional event. While this is a
fairly easy task for human readers, it is far more
complicated for AI algorithms, which often do not
have access to the extra-linguistic knowledge or
discourse structure overview that is required to suc-
cessfully connect these events. Nonetheless ECR,
especially when considering cross-documents set-
tings, holds interesting potential for a large variety
of practical NLP applications such as summariza-
tion (Liu and Lapata, 2019), information extraction
(Humphreys et al., 1997) and content-based news
recommendation (Vermeulen, 2018).

However, despite the many potential avenues
for ECR, the task remains highly understudied for
comparatively lower-resourced languages. Further-
more, in spite of significant strides made since the
advent of transformer-based coreference systems, a
growing number of studies has questioned the effec-
tiveness of such models. It has been suggested that

classification decisions are still primarily based on
the surface-level lexical similarity between the tex-
tual spans of event mentions (Ahmed et al., 2023;
De Langhe et al., 2023), while this is far from the
only aspect that should be considered in the clas-
sification decision. Concretely, in many models
coreferential links are assigned between similar
mentions even when they are not coreferent, lead-
ing to a significant number of false positive classi-
fications, such as between Examples 1 and 2.

1. The French president Macron met with the
American president for the first time today

2. French President Sarkozy met the American
president

We believe that the fundamental problem with
this method stems from the fact that in most cases
events are only compared in a pairwise manner
and not as part of a larger coreference chain. The
evidence that transformer-based coreference reso-
lution is primarily based on superficial similarity
leads us to believe that the current pairwise classifi-
cation paradigm for transformer-based event coref-
erence is highly inefficient, especially for studies
in lower-resourced languages where the state of
the art still often relies on the costly process of
fine-tuning large monolingual BERT-like models
(De Langhe et al., 2022b).

In this paper we aim to both address the lack
of studies in comparatively lower-resourced lan-
guages, as well as the more fundamental concerns
w.r.t. the task outlined above. We frame ECR as a
graph reconstruction task and introduce a family of
graph autoencoder models which consistently out-
performs the traditional transformer-based methods
on a large Dutch ECR corpus, both in terms of ac-
curacy and efficiency. Additionally, we introduce a
language-agnostic model variant which disregards
the use of semantic features entirely and even out-
performs transformer-based classification in some
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situations. Quantitative analysis reveals that the
lightweight autoencoder models can consistently
classify more difficult mentions (cfr. Examples 1
and 2) and are far more robust in low-data settings
compared to traditional mention-pair algorithms.

2 Related Work

2.1 Event Coreference Resolution

The primary paradigm for event coreference res-
olution takes the form of a binary mention-pair
approach. This method generates all possible event
pairs and reduces the classification to a binary
decision (coreferent or not) between each event
pair. A large variety of classical machine learn-
ing algorithms has been tested using the mention-
pair paradigm such as decision trees (Cybulska
and Vossen, 2015), support vector machines (Chen
et al., 2015) and standard deep neural networks
(Nguyen et al., 2016).

More recent work has focused on the use of
LLMs and transformer encoders (Cattan et al.,
2021a,b), with span-based architectures attaining
the best overall results (Joshi et al., 2020; Lu and
Ng, 2021). It has to be noted that mention-pair
approaches relying on LLMs suffer most from the
limitations discussed in Section 1. In an effort to
mitigate these issues some studies have sought to
move away from the pairwise computation of coref-
erence by modelling coreference chains as graphs
instead. These methods’ primary goal is to create
a structurally-informed representation of the coref-
erence chains by integrating the overall document
(Fan et al., 2022; Tran et al., 2021) or discourse
(Huang et al., 2022) structure. Other graph-based
methods have focused on commonsense reasoning
(Wu et al., 2022).

Research for comparatively lower-resourced lan-
guages has generally followed the paradigms and
methods described above and has focused on lan-
guages such as Chinese (Mitamura et al., 2015),
Arabic (NIST, 2005) and Dutch (Minard et al.,
2016).

2.2 Graph Autoencoders

Graph Autoencoder models were introduced by
Kipf and Welling (2016b) as an efficient method
for graph reconstruction tasks. The original pa-
per introduces both variational graph autoencoders
(VGAE) and non-probabilistic graph autoencoders
(GAE) networks. The models are parameterized
by a 2-layer graph-convolutional network (GCN)

(Kipf and Welling, 2016a) encoder and a generative
inner-product decoder between the latent variables.
While initially conceived as lightweight models for
citation network prediction tasks, both the VGAE
and GAE have been successfully applied to a wide
variety of applications such as molecule design
(Liu et al., 2018), social network relational learning
(Yang et al., 2020) and 3D scene generation (Chat-
topadhyay et al., 2023). Despite their apparent po-
tential for effectively processing large amounts of
graph-structured data, application within the field
of NLP has been limited to a number of studies in
unsupervised relational learning (Li et al., 2020).

3 Experiments

3.1 Data

Our data consists of the Dutch ENCORE corpus
(De Langhe et al., 2022a), which in its totality con-
sists of 12,875 annotated events spread over 1,015
documents that were sourced from a collection of
Dutch (Flemish) newspaper articles. Coreferen-
tial relations between events were annotated at the
within-document and cross-document level.

3.2 Experimental Setup

3.2.1 Baseline Coreference Model
Our baseline model consists of the Dutch mono-
lingual BERTje model (de Vries et al., 2019) fine-
tuned for cross-document ECR. First, each possible
event pair in the data is encoded by concatenating
the two events and by subsequently feeding these
to the BERTje encoder. We use the token repre-
sentation of the classification token [CLS] as the
aggregate embedding of each event pair, which is
subsequently passed to a softmax-activated clas-
sification function. Finally, the results of the text
pair classification are passed through a standard
agglomerative clustering algorithm (Kenyon-Dean
et al., 2018; Barhom et al., 2019) in order to obtain
output in the form of coreference chains.

We also train two parameter-efficient versions of
this baseline model using the distilled Dutch Lan-
guage model RobBERTje (Delobelle et al., 2022)
and a standard BERTje model trained with bottle-
neck adapters (Pfeiffer et al., 2020).

3.2.2 Graph Autoencoder Model
We make the assumption that a coreference chain
can be represented by an undirected, unweighted
graph G = (V, E) with|V | nodes, where each node
represents an event and each edge e ∈ E between
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Model CONLL F1 Training Runtime (s) Inference Runtime (s) Trainable Parameters Disk Space (MB)
MP RobBERTje 0.767 7962 16.31 74M 297
MP BERTjeADPT 0.780 12 206 20.61 0.9M 3.5
MP BERTje 0.799 9737 21.78 110M 426
GAE NoFeatures 0.832 ± 0.008 1006 0.134 825856 3.2
GAE BERTje768 0.835 ± 0.010 975 0.263 51200 0.204
GAE BERTje3072 0.852 ± 0.006 1055 0.294 198656 0.780
GAE RobBERT768 0.838 ± 0.004 1006 0.273 51200 0.204
GAE RobBERT3072 0.841 ± 0.007 1204 0.292 198656 0.780
GAE SBERT 0.801 ± 0.002 982 0.291 51200 0.204
VGAE NoFeatures 0.824 ± 0.009 1053 0.139 827904 3.2
VGAE BERTje768 0.822 ± 0.011 1233 0.282 53248 0.212
VGAE BERTje3072 0.842 ± 0.009 1146 0.324 200704 0.788
VGAE RobBERT768 0.828 ± 0.0021 1141 0.288 53248 0.212
VGAE RobBERT3072 0.831 ± 0.004 1209 0.301 200704 0.788
VGAE SBERT 0.773 ± 0.012 1185 0.295 53248 0.212

Table 1: Results for the cross-document event coreference task. We report the average CONLL score and standard
deviation over 3 training runs with different random seed initialization for the GCN weight matrices (GAE/VAE)
and classification heads (Mention-Pair models). Inference runtime is reported for the entire test set.

two nodes denotes a coreferential link between
those events. We frame ECR as a graph recon-
struction task where a partially masked adjacency
matrix A and a node-feature matrix X are used to
predict all original edges in the graph. We employ
both the VGAE and GAE models discussed in Sec-
tion 2.2. In a non-probabilistic setting (GAE) the
coreference graph is obtained by passing the adja-
cency matrix A and node-feature matrix X through
a Graph Convolutional Neural Network (GCN) en-
coder and then computing the reconstructed matrix
Â from the latent embeddings Z:

Z = GCN(X,A) (1)

Â = σ(ZZτ ) (2)

For a detailed overview of the (probabilistic)
variational graph autoencoder we refer the reader
to the original paper by Kipf and Welling (2016b).

Our experiments are performed in a cross-
document setting, meaning that the input adja-
cency matrix A contains all events in the ENCORE
dataset. Following the original approach by Kipf
and Welling (2016b) we mask 15% of the edges,
5% to be used for validation and the remaining
10% for testing. An equal amount of non-edges is
randomly sampled from A to balance the validation
and test data.

We extract masked edges and non-edges and
use them to build the training, validation and test
sets for the mention-pair baseline models detailed
above, ensuring that both the mention-pair and
graph autoencoder models have access to exactly
the same data for training, validation and test-
ing. We define the encoder network with a 64-

dimension hidden layer and 32-dimension latent
variables. For all experiments we train for a total
duration of 200 epochs using an Adam optimizer
(Kingma and Ba, 2014) and a learning rate of 0.001.

We construct node features through Dutch mono-
lingual transformer models by average-pooling to-
ken representations for each token in the event
span in the models’ final hidden layer, resulting
in a 768-dimensional feature vector for each node
in the graph. For this we use the Dutch BERTje
model (de Vries et al., 2019), a Dutch sentence-
BERT model (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019) and
the Dutch RoBERTa-based RobBERT model (Delo-
belle et al., 2020). Additionally, we create a second
feature set for the BERTje and RobBERT models
where each event is represented by the concate-
nation of the last 4 layers’ average-pooled token
representations Devlin et al. (2018). This in turn
results in a 3072-dimensional feature vector.

Finally, we also evaluate a language-agnostic
featureless model where X is represented by the
identity matrix of A.

3.2.3 Hardware Specifications
The baseline coreference algorithms were trained
and evaluated on 2 Tesla V100-SXM2-16GB GPUs.
Due to GPU memory constraints, the Graph en-
coder models were all trained and evaluated on a
single 2.6 GHz 6-Core Intel Core i7 CPU.

4 Results and Discussion

Results from our experiments are disclosed in Ta-
ble 1. Results are reported through the CONLL F1
metric, an average of 3 commonly used metrics for
coreference evaluation: MUC (Vilain et al., 1995),
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B3 (Bagga and Baldwin, 1998) and CEAF (Luo,
2005). We find that the graph autoencoder models
consistently outperform the traditional mention-
pair approach. Moreover, we find the autoencoder
approach significantly reduces model size, train-
ing time and inference speed even when compared
to parameter-efficient transformer-based methods.
We note that the VGAE models perform slightly
worse compared to their non-probabilistic counter-
parts, which is contrary to the findings in Kipf and
Welling (2016b). This can be explained by the use
of more complex acyclic graph data in the original
paper. In this more uncertain context, probabilistic
models would likely perform better.

As a means of quantitative error analysis, we
report the average Levenshtein distance between
two event spans for the True Positive (TP) pairs in
our test set in Figure 1. Logically, if graph-based
models are able to better classify harder (i.e non-
similar) edges, the average Levenstein distance for
predicted TP edges should be higher than for the
mention-pair models. For readability’s sake we
only include results for the best performing GAE-
class models. A more detailed table can be found in
the Appendix. We find that the average distance be-
tween TP pairs increases for our introduced graph
models, indicating that graph-based models can, to
some extent, mitigate the pitfalls of mention-pair
methodologies as discussed in Section 1.

Figure 1: Average Levenshtein distance for True Posi-
tive (TP) classifications across all models

5 Ablation Studies

We gauge the robustness of the graph-based mod-
els in low-data settings by re-running the original
experiment and continually reducing the available
training data by increments of 10%. Figure 2 shows
the CONLL F1 score for each of the models with re-
spect to the available training data size. Also here,
only the best-performing GAE-class models are
visualized and an overview of all models’ perfor-

mance can be found in the Appendix. Surprisingly,
we find that training the model on as little as 5% of
the total amount of edges in the dataset can already
lead to satisfactory results. Logically, feature-less
models suffer from a significant drop in perfor-
mance when available training data is reduced. We
also find that the overall drop in performance is
far greater for the traditional mention-pair model
than it is for the feature-based GAE-class models
in low-data settings. Overall, we conclude that the
introduced family of models can be a lightweight
and stable alternative to traditional mention-pair
coreference models, even in settings with little to
no available training data.

Figure 2: CONLL F1 performance with respect to the
available training data.

6 Conclusion

We show that ECR through graph autoencoders
significantly outperforms traditional mention-pair
approaches in terms of performance, speed and
model size in settings where coreference chains are
at least partially known. Our method provides a
fast and lightweight approach for processing large
cross-document collections of event data. Addition-
ally, our analysis shows that combining BERT-like
embeddings and structural knowledge of corefer-
ence chains mitigates the issues in mention-pair
classification w.r.t the dependence on surface-form
lexical similarity. Our ablation experiments reveal
that only a very small number of training edges is
needed to obtain satisfactory performance.

Future work will explore the possibility of com-
bining mention-pair models with the proposed
graph autoencoder approach in a pipeline setting
in order to make it possible to employ graph re-
construction models in settings where initially all
edges in the graph are unknown. Additionally, we
aim to perform more fine-grained analyses, both
quantitative and qualitative, regarding the type of
errors made by graph-based coreference models.
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7 Limitations

We identify two possible limitations with the work
presented above. First, by framing coreference
resolution as a graph reconstruction task we assume
that at least some coreference links in the cross-
document graph are available to train on. However,
we note that this issue can in part be mitigated
by a simple exact match heuristic for event spans
on unlabeled data. Moreover, in most application
settings it is not inconceivable that at least a partial
graph is available.

A second limitation stems from the fact that we
modelled coreference chains as undirected graphs.
It could be argued that some coreferential relation-
ships such as pronominal anaphora could be more
accurately modelled using directed graphs instead.
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A Appendix

Model Levenshtein Distance (TP)
MP RobBERTje 67.01

MP BERTje (ADPT) 67.23
MP BERTje 68.44

GAE NOFEAT 71.01
GAE BERTje (768) 70.8

GAE BERTje (3072) 70.68
GAE RobBERT (768) 70.57
GAE RobBERT (3072) 70.49

GAE SBERT 70.55
VGAE NOFEAT 69.95

VGAE BERTje (768) 68.71
VGAE BERTje (3072) 70.04
VGAE RobBERT (768) 70.21

VGAE RobBERT (3072) 70.15
VGAE SBERT 70.04

Table 2: Average Levenshtein distance for each True
Positive (TP) pair in the test set indicating how well each
model predicts comparatively more difficult coreference
links.

Model 5 15 25 35 45 55 65 75
MP RobBERTje 0.627 0.631 0.667 0.683 0.701 0.736 0.753 0.766

MP BERTje (ADPT) 0.638 0.640 0.662 0.685 0.692 0.724 0.729 0.754
MP BERTje 0.663 0.675 0.687 0.704 0.721 0.754 0.762 0.781

GAE NOFEAT 0.593 0.667 0.669 0.679 0.747 0.769 0.769 0.786
GAE BERTje (768) 0.736 0.759 0.771 0.789 0.789 0.791 0.815 0.826

GAE BERTje (3072) 0.730 0.756 0.786 0.784 0.805 0.803 0.815 0.849
GAE RobBERT (768) 0.734 0.781 0.771 0.774 0.783 0.791 0.835 0.826
GAE RobBERT (3072) 0.725 0.759 0.788 0.788 0.806 0.810 0.815 0.829

GAE SBERT 0.732 0.768 0.762 0.770 0.762 0.759 0.765 0.786
VGAE NOFEAT 0.632 0.653 0.742 0.752 0.747 0.766 0.781 0.786

VGAE BERTje (768) 0.672 0.747 0.753 0.758 0.758 0.773 0.795 0.809
VGAE BERTje (3072) 0.712 0.769 0.781 0.780 0.776 0.818 0.802 0.818
VGAE RobBERT (768) 0.672 0.745 0.757 0.758 0.759 0.770 0.791 0.799

VGAE RobBERT (3072) 0.691 0.753 0.762 0.764 0.761 0.791 0.800 0.801
VGAE SBERT 0.651 0.681 0.735 0.738 0.726 0.711 0.745 0.735

Table 3: Results (CONLL F1) for the ablation experi-
ments for each individual model. Columns indicate the
percentagewise amount of available training data w.r.t
the overall size of the ENCORE dataset.
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Abstract

State-of-the-art coreference resolutions sys-
tems depend on multiple LLM calls per docu-
ment and are thus prohibitively expensive for
many use cases (e.g., information extraction
with large corpora). The leading word-level
coreference system (WL-coref) attains 96.6%
of these SOTA systems’ performance while
being much more efficient. In this work, we
identify a routine yet important failure case of
WL-coref: dealing with conjoined mentions
such as Tom and Mary. We offer a simple
yet effective solution that improves the perfor-
mance on the OntoNotes test set by 0.9% F1,
shrinking the gap between efficient word-level
coreference resolution and expensive SOTA ap-
proaches by 34.6%. Our Conjunction-Aware
Word-level coreference model (CAW-coref)
and code is available at https://github.com/
KarelDO/wl-coref.

1 Introduction

Coreference resolution (or simply coref ) is the task
of clustering mentions in a text, grouping those that
refer to the same entity. Coref acts as a fundamental
step in many classical NLP pipelines, such as infor-
mation extraction. Today, however, state-of-the-art
(SOTA) coref systems use multiple forward passes
of a Large Language model (LLM) per input docu-
ment, making them expensive to train and deploy.
This results in limited practical use for classical
NLP pipelines, which typically require efficient
(and sometimes latency-sensitive) methods.

The most computationally efficient yet compet-
itive neural coref architecture is word-level coref
(WL-coref; Dobrovolskii, 2021). This method op-
erates by (i) first producing embeddings for each
word using one forward pass of a (rather small)
LM, then (ii) predicting if pairs of words are coref-
erent using a lightweight scoring architecture and
(iii) finally extracting the spans in the input text as-
sociated with these coreferent words. Given a text

Figure 1: We identify two types of failure cases for
WL-coref when processing conjoined mentions. Our
simple solution, CAW-coref, addresses these errors.

of n words, this incurs a computational complex-
ity of O(n2), since the method operates on pairs
of words. However, SOTA methods typically per-
form multiple forward passes of a (Large) LM per
input document, making them unwieldy for many
practical applications. Furthermore, these tech-
niques suffer both from high infrastructure costs
and latency-issues associated with these large mod-
els.

While significantly less complex, WL-coref at-
tains 96.6% of the performance of the current best
coreference model (80.7% F1 out of 83.3% F1)1,
as measured on the English split of the OntoNotes
dataset (Pradhan et al., 2012). What makes this
even more impressive is that WL-coref uses one
forward pass of a 355M parameter roberta-large
encoder (Liu et al., 2019), while the state-of-the-art
method (Bohnet et al., 2023) uses multiple forward
passes of a 13B parameter mT5-XXL model (Xue
et al., 2021). Thus, WL-coref is the go-to archi-
tecture for efficiency-sensitive or long-document
coref.

In this work, we describe a fundamental weak-
ness of the WL-coref model in its original formula-
tion, stemming from how the word-level coref step

1Dobrovolskii (2021) reports a performance of 81.0% F1
for WL-coref as best performance on the OntoNotes test set.
To avoid selecting the best model on the test set, we instead
report the test score achieved by our first rerun of WL-coref
using their code.
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was trained. In particular, starting from a dataset
that is annotated at the span-level, a word-level
dataset is created by using dependency parsing in-
formation to select one head-word per span. This
causes ambiguity when mentions are conjoined:
two spans representing distinct entities can share
the same head-word. For example, the span Tom
and Mary is analyzed as containing three entity
mentions (Tom, Mary, and Tom and Mary), and
both Tom and Mary and Tom share the same head-
word. When the model at inference time tries to
refer both to entity Tom and entity Tom and Mary,
two conflicting links to the span Tom are predicted.
This causes the model to always drop one of the
links, degrading performance (Figure 1).

We resolve this by defining the coordinating con-
junction (e.g. and, or, plus) as head-word when
faced with these types of mentions, which is a com-
mon approach in linguistics (Zoerner III, 1995; Pro-
govac, 1998). Now, the model can learn to system-
atically link to this conjunction when something is
coreferent with Tom and Mary, without producing
conflicting links. We train a new WL-coref model,
called Conjunction-Aware Word-level coreference
(CAW-coref), and find that this simple fix achieves
a significant improvement on the OntoNotes test
set: the error difference with the state-of-the-art
method shrinks by 34.6% (i.e. CAW-coref im-
proves the absolute performance of WL-coref from
80.7% to 81.6%). Given that this fix incurs no addi-
tional model complexity, this gain is an important
step forward for efficient coref.

2 Related Work

The main competitive approaches to end-to-end
coref can be classified into three broad categories:
span-based, word-level, and autoregressive coref.

Span-based coreference Lee et al. (2017) intro-
duce e2e-coref, the first end-to-end span-based
coref architecture. Starting from word embeddings,
the model first predicts which spans are likely a
mention. In the second step, coreferent links are
predicted between such span-pairs to form coref-
erence clusters. Given a text of n words, this ap-
proach incurs O(n4) computations. Thus, pruning
is required to contain the complexity, both for men-
tion prediction and coreference prediction.

Many follow-up works improved upon this archi-
tecture by introducing contextualized embeddings
(Lee et al., 2018; Kantor and Globerson, 2019),
LMs for better span representations (Joshi et al.,

2020), ensembling different models for coreference
link scoring (LingMess; Otmazgin et al., 2023),
and distilling the LM backbone for more efficient
inference (Otmazgin et al., 2022). Still, the theoreti-
cal complexity of these approaches remains O(n4),
requiring pruning and leading to poor scaling on
long documents.

Word-level coreference Given an input text, Do-
brovolskii (2021) proposes to first predict corefer-
ence links between words and subsequently extract
the spans surrounding words that are found to be
coreferent. This lowers the computational cost of
the coref architecture to O(n2). In turn, less ag-
gressive pruning is needed, which resulted in better
performance over conventional span-based tech-
niques.2 Dobrovolskii (2021) uses one forward
pass of a 355M roberta-large encoder model to
form the contextualized word embeddings needed.

Autoregressive coreference Autoregressive meth-
ods iteratively build the coreference structure by
running multiple forward passes of an LM back-
bone. Bohnet et al. (2023) introduce a 13B pa-
rameter mT5-xxl model called link-append: they
run multiple forward passes of the LM over in-
creasingly large chunks of the input text and iter-
atively predict how to grow the coreference struc-
ture. This results in the current state-of-the art
model on OntoNotes (+2.6% F1 over WL-coref).
Similarly, Liu et al. (2022) utilize an 11B parame-
ter Flan-T5-xxl model (Chung et al., 2022) and
predict a sequence of structure-building actions
when regressing over the input text (ASP). Wu et al.
(2020) introduce corefqa, formulating coref as a
series of question-answering tasks, run multiple
forward passes of an LM to build the coreference
structure and use extra QA data for augmentation.

In general, the autoregressive methods outper-
form span-based and word-level coreference, but
at great computational cost. All these methods re-
quire at least O(n) forward passes of an LM per
input document, while span-based or word-level
techniques require only one. While some of these
computations could be parallelized, running O(n)
LM forward passed per input document is exceed-
ingly expensive.

Additionally, the mT5-xxl and T0 models used
by SOTA methods contain many more parameters

2LingMess (Otmazgin et al., 2023) is the only span-based
method that outperforms WL-coref, using a lightweight en-
sembling technique. This technique could be directly applied
to WL-coref for potentially a similar performance boost.
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compared to the roberta-large model used by
WL-coref (13B and 11B respectively, compared
to 355M), making these models less accessible to
train and deploy. Liu et al. (2022) show that when
using an LM comparable in size to the one used by
WL-coref, their performance using autoregressive
coreference is actually worse. Thus, word-level
coreference is the most efficient method in terms of
memory requirements and computational scaling.

Error analysis of coreference models Porada
et al. (2023) investigate types of errors in recent
coref models, including WL-coref. Based on the
hypothesis that distinct datasets operationalize the
task of coreference differently, they perform gen-
eralization experiments between multiple datasets
and analyze different types of model error. One of
their findings suggests that coref for nested men-
tions is still hard in general.

In this work, we highlight a failure case of
WL-coref, namely, coreference with conjoined en-
tities (i.e. coordinated noun phrases). We propose
and empirically validate a simple yet effective so-
lution.

3 The WL-coref model

We briefly summarize the architecture used by Do-
brovolskii (2021) and refer to the original publica-
tion for a full overview.

Step 1 – Word Representations: First, contextu-
alized word representations are created using one
forward pass of an LM backbone and a learned
averaging over constituent tokens.

Step 2 – Word-Level Coreference: To create
word-level links, a first coarse antecedent scor-
ing is constructed between all pairs of words using
a learned bilinear function.

For each word, the top k coarse antecedents are
considered in a fine antecedent scoring step, us-
ing a trained feed forward neural network. The
final antecedent scores are given by the sum of
the coarse and fine scores. These antecedent
scores between pairs of words are used to infer
the most likely word-level coreference clustering.
The words found to be part of a coreference cluster
are passed on to Step 3.

Step 3 – Span Extraction: For each coreferent
word, the mention span surrounding it is extracted.
This is done using a small feed-forward neural net-
work applied to the contextualized word embed-
dings, followed by a convolutional layer which

predicts probabilities for start and end span bound-
aries. This step is applied individually for each
coreferent word and thus is not directly aware of
the global clustering produced in Step 2.
Creating word-level data: To train both steps,
Dobrovolskii (2021) uses syntactic information to
decompose the span-based OntoNotes dataset into
a word-level version and a word-to-span dataset.

The crucial step in this decomposition is select-
ing one head-word per span. Clearly, these head-
words need to be as representative as possible of
the entity mentioned in the span, so as to allow the
word-level linking to perform well. Additionally,
the head-words should be systematically picked
so that the span extraction step has an easy time
learning to extract the correct span surrounding a
coreferent head-word.

Dobrovolskii (2021) picks head-words using de-
pendency parsing information already present in
the OntoNotes dataset. Given a span, the method
selects the head-word as the word in the span which
depends on a word outside of the span. If none or
multiple of such words are found, the right-most
word of the span is selected as head-word.

4 Failure Modes of WL-coref

We describe the two failures cases of WL-coref
outlined in Figure 1 and propose a simple solution.
Entity Conjunction: WL-coref is unable to fully
solve routine examples where the conjunction of
two or more mentions (e.g. via the use of the coor-
dinating conjunction and) forms a new mention in
the discourse. Consider the first example from Fig-
ure 1: Tom and Mary are playing. He is 7 years old.
They are siblings. Following how head-words were
defined in Dobrovolskii 2021, both the head-word
for the mention Tom and Mary and the mention
Tom coincide. At inference time, the word-level
coreference step will thus predict both the coref-
erent links Tom – He and Tom – They. Since the
model does not predict a link He – They, one of
these two predicted links must be dropped in or-
der to arrive at a consistent clustering. Thus, the
model is unable to correctly output both coreferent
clusters in this trivial example.
Nested Span Extraction: Given a coreferent head-
word, WL-coref sometimes struggles to extract
the correct span boundaries surrounding this head-
word when multiple valid options are possible.
Consider the second example from Figure 1: Tom
and Anna are talking. They are talking. WL-coref
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LM Link MUC B3 CEAFϕ4 Avg.
calls params. compl. P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 F1

link-append O(n) 13B / 87.4 88.3 87.8 81.8 83.4 82.6 79.1 79.9 79.5 83.3
corefqa O(n2) 340M / 88.6 87.4 88.0 82.4 82.0 82.2 79.9 78.3 79.1 83.1
ASP O(n) 11B / 86.1 88.4 87.2 80.2 83.2 81.7 78.9 78.3 78.6 82.5

LingMess 1 355M O(n4) 85.1 88.1 86.6 78.3 82.7 80.5 76.1 78.5 77.3 81.4
s2e 1 355M O(n4) 85.2 86.6 85.9 77.9 80.3 79.1 75.4 76.8 76.1 80.3
CAW (ours) 1 355M O(n2) 85.1 88.2 86.6 77.0 78.0 77.5 78.0 83.2 80.6 81.6
WL† 1 355M O(n2) 84.8 87.5 86.1 76.1 76.7 76.6 77.1 82.1 79.5 80.7

Table 1: Results on the OntoNotes 5.0 English test set. Scores calculated with official scorer (Pradhan et al., 2014)
or taken from original publication if available. Avg. F1 is the main metric. We report the amount of LM calls and
parameters of the LM used, as well as the coreference linking complexity if applicable. † Dobrovolskii (2021)
reports an Avg. F1 of 81.0 as the best WL-coref run on the test set, while we report the result of our first run for
both WL-coref and CAW-coref.

correctly predicts the word-level link between Tom
– They, but fails to extract the span Tom and Anna in
the subsequent step. This is most likely caused by
the span extraction step operating independently on
every coreferent head-word: no explicit informa-
tion about the Tom – They link is taken into account
when deciding between Tom and Tom and Anna,
and this decision is thus ambiguous.

Proposed Solution: Both failure modes are rooted
in the same fundamental problem: there is no
unique one-to-one relation between head-words
and spans. This causes issues both when predict-
ing word-level links and when performing span
extraction, specifically when dealing with nesting.

We propose to solve this by changing how head-
words are defined on conjoined mentions. When
creating the word-level training data, we use part-
of-speech tags supplied in the OntoNotes dataset
to detect if a coordinating conjunction (e.g. and,
or, plus) is present in a span. Then we check the
relative depth of the conjunction in the dependency
parse of the span. If it is less than two steps away
from the head-word of the span, it is selected as
new head-word. This selects and as head-word in
the span Tom and Ann, but not in the span David,
whose children are called Tom and Ann. Thus, we
have defined a systematic way of picking head-
words for conjoined mentions, in a way that they
do not conflict with any of the head-words for the
nested mentions.

5 Experiments and Results

We use our new word-level dataset to train
CAW-coref, a new instance of the WL-coref ar-
chitecture. Using our altered notion of head-words,
we train and evaluate this model on the English

OntoNotes dataset without changing any hyperpa-
rameters compared to the default WL-coref run.
We immediately find an absolute performance in-
crease of 0.9% F1, setting the performance of
CAW-coref at 81.6% F1. This shrinks the relative
gap between efficient coref and expensive SOTA
approaches by 34.6%, which is certainly not trivial
since gains on OntoNotes have been hard to come
by in recent years.

The full breakdown of the results in function
of the official evaluation metrics (Vilain et al.,
1995; Bagga and Baldwin, 1998; Luo, 2005; Prad-
han et al., 2012) is given in Table 1. CAW-coref
even outperforms LingMess, the best span-based
method, which uses ensembling to achieve a sig-
nificant performance boost. Potentially, such an
ensembling technique could be applied to further
boost CAW-coref performance as well.

In total, we found that 1.17% of spans across
the English OntoNotes train and development split
were such conjoined entities. Supplementary to
our empirical analysis, we show the qualitative
improvement of CAW-coref on a list of simple ex-
amples in Appendix A.

6 Conclusion

Neural coreference resolution techniques should
be efficient in order to maximize real-word impact.
In this work, we outlined two failure cases of the
efficient word-level coreference resolution architec-
ture and addressed them with one simple fix. Our
new model, Conjunction-Aware Word-level coref-
erence (CAW-coref), shrinks the performance gap
between efficient and state-of-the-art coreference
by 34.6%, and is currently the most performant
efficient neural coreference model.
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Limitations

There are always more distinct spans than words
in a text, thus it is not always possible to uniquely
pick a head-word per span. For example, our pro-
posed solution can’t fully handle sequential con-
junctions such as Tom and Mary and David, since
this span contains only 5 words but 6 mentions:
Tom, Tom and Mary, Mary, Mary and David, and
David. Luckily, we did not observe any such dense
references in the dataset.

Our procedure of selecting a new head-word
for conjunctions relies on syntactic information in
the form of part-of-speech tags and dependency
parses. OntoNotes features several instances where
conjunctions are formed using commas or hyphens,
such as in the span Tom , Mary or Tom - Mary. Here,
the comma and hyphen should take on the role as
head-word of the conjunction, but this is much
harder to detect using the syntactic information
present.

Future work could focus on resolving both these
issues to further boost the performance of efficient
Conjunction-Aware Word-level coreference resolu-
tion.
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Model Step Prediction Correct

WL-coref word Tom and Anna are talking. They are talking. Yes
WL-coref span Tom and Anna are talking. They are talking. No
CAW-coref word Tom and Anna are talking. They are talking. Yes
CAW-coref span Tom and Anna are talking. They are talking. Yes

WL-coref word My friend David and my dad Bert are talking. They are talking. No
WL-coref span My friend David and my dad Bert are talking. They are talking. No
CAW-coref word My friend David and my dad Bert are talking. They are talking. Yes

CAW-coref span My friend David and my dad Bert are talking. They are talking. Yes

WL-coref word The Guardian and The Chronicle had a secret meeting . Both newspa-
pers are on thin ice .

No

WL-coref span The Guardian and The Chronicle had a secret meeting . Both newspa-
pers are on thin ice .

No

CAW-coref word The Guardian and The Chronicle had a secret meeting . Both
newspapers are on thin ice .

Yes

CAW-coref span The Guardian and The Chronicle had a secret meeting .
Both newspapers are on thin ice .

Yes

Table 2: Three hand-crafted examples and their word-level and span-level predictions for WL-coref and CAW-coref.
Coreferent predictions are indicated with a colored box, where each unique entity has the same color. Predictions
are considered correct or not correct for their respective step in the word-level pipeline.

A Qualitative Examples

Three qualitative examples comparing WL-coref and CAW-coref with the word-level and span-level
predictions are given in Table 2.
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Abstract
Guided by grammatical structure, words com-
pose to form sentences, and guided by dis-
course structure, sentences compose to form
dialogues and documents. The compositional
aspect of sentence and discourse units is often
overlooked by machine learning algorithms. A
recent initiative called Quantum Natural Lan-
guage Processing (QNLP) learns word mean-
ings as points in a Hilbert space and acts on
them via a translation of grammatical structure
into Parametrised Quantum Circuits (PQCs).
Previous work extended the QNLP translation
to discourse structure using points in a closure
of Hilbert spaces. In this paper, we evaluate
this translation on a Winograd-style pronoun
resolution task. We train a Variational Quantum
Classifier (VQC) for binary classification and
implement an end-to-end pronoun resolution
system. The simulations executed on IBMQ
software converged with an F1 score of 87.20%.
The model outperformed two out of three clas-
sical coreference resolution systems and neared
state-of-the-art SpanBERT. A mixed quantum-
classical model yet improved these results with
an F1 score increase of around 6%.

1 Introduction

Large language models (LLMs), such as GPT-3
(Brown et al., 2020), have achieved impressive suc-
cess in various NLP tasks and have become in-
creasingly common in everyday life through search
engines, personal assistants, and other applications.
They are trained on vast corpora of text, which
are sourced from books, articles, and websites.
LLMs learn complex connections between words
and phrases by predicting the likelihood of a word
appearing in the context of other words. These
learned probability distributions capture the statis-
tical patterns of word co-occurrences in data; due
to this, LLMs are also known as distributional lan-
guage models.

Despite their successes in advancing language
understanding and generation, LLMs often face

criticism for being black boxes (Buhrmester et al.,
2019). This means that it is challenging to under-
stand how they make their predictions, which can
in turn make them unreliable and difficult to de-
bug. One way to enhance the transparency and
interpretability of these models is to explicitly inte-
grate linguistic structure (Lambek, 1958; Chomsky,
1957) into them.

A notable approach attempting this integration is
the Distributional Compositional Categorical (Dis-
CoCat) model (Coecke et al., 2010; Kartsaklis and
Sadrzadeh, 2013), which pioneered the paradigm of
merging explicit grammatical (or syntactic) struc-
ture with distributional (or statistical) data for en-
coding and computing meanings of sentences. Dis-
CoCat offered tools for a compositional statistical
modelling of sentence-level linguistic phenomena,
such as lexical entailment and ambiguity, by provid-
ing transparent meaning assignments for complex
syntactic structures, e.g. relative and possessive
clauses (Sadrzadeh et al., 2013, 2014), conjunc-
tive and negation operations (Lewis, 2020). Its
underlying theory, however, relied on generalisa-
tions of vectors to higher order tensors, which made
the framework in need of large computational re-
sources and led to limited scalability.

Conversely, tensors are natural components of
quantum systems, and quantum computing re-
sources can efficiently learn them. This idea has
led to the development of Quantum Natural Lan-
guage Processing (QNLP). In QNLP, words are
represented as points within a Hilbert space, gram-
matical structures are represented as Parameterised
Quantum Circuits (PQCs), and the learning of cir-
cuit parameters is achieved through simulations
conducted on accessible quantum computing re-
sources, such as IBMQ quantum computers. QNLP
has so far been applied to a variety of tasks, e.g.
sentence classification (Lorenz et al., 2021), sen-
tence generation (Karamlou et al., 2022), question
answering (Meichanetzidis et al., 2023), sentiment
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analysis (Ruskanda et al., 2022; Stein et al., 2023;
Ganguly et al., 2023), musical composition (Mi-
randa et al., 2021), and language translation (Ab-
baszade et al., 2023). Moreover, the theoretical
underpinnings of QNLP have been extended to
model discourse structure and have been tested on
a limited toy dataset (Wazni et al., 2022).

In this paper, we expand this dataset by intro-
ducing a few-shot prompting technique and gen-
erate synthetic Winograd-style ambiguous corefer-
ence sentences (Levesque et al., 2012) using GPT-3.
We apply this method to a set of initial sentences
from (Rahman and Ng, 2012) and create a dataset
consisting of 16,400 entries. This dataset have a
larger number of data points, longer and more com-
plex sentences, and a broader range of grammatical
structures when compared to the dataset in (Wazni
et al., 2022), where sentences followed a subject-
verb-object structure.

We train a Variational Quantum Classifier (VQC)
for binary classification and integrate it into an
end-to-end pronoun resolution system. Our sys-
tem’s performance surpasses that of classical coref-
erence resolution systems such as CoreNLP (Man-
ning et al., 2014) and Neural Coreference (Clark
and Manning, 2016a,b), and it achieves results that
are close with the state-of-the-art SpanBERT (Lee
et al., 2018), with an F1 score of 87.20%. Follow-
ing recent practice in quantum machine learning
(QML) (Araujo and da Silva, 2020; Macaluso et al.,
2020), we merge our quantum system with classi-
cal engines to construct a mixed quantum-classical
pronoun resolver. In alignment with results ob-
served in QML across various domains (Grossi
et al., 2022; Batra et al., 2020; Kerenidis and Lu-
ongo, 2020), we find that the classical and quan-
tum results are complementary, thus our mixed
approach yields a significant performance improve-
ment, resulting in an approximate 6% increase in
the F1 score.

2 Background and Related Work

In the DisCoCat framework, the grammatical struc-
ture of a sentence guides the composition of its
word-meanings, leading to the derivation of mean-
ing for the sentence as a whole (Coecke et al.,
2020, 2013). The grammatical structures are mod-
elled by proofs derived using the rules of Joachim
Lambek’s logic of syntax, known as the Lambek
Calculus (Lambek, 1988). These proofs are inter-
preted as processes and modelled by morphisms of

a monoidal category, which comes equipped with
a string diagrammatic graphical notation (Piedeleu
and Zanasi, 2023). Examples of processes that can
be effectively modelled by a monoidal category
include linear maps over finite-dimensional vec-
tor spaces, and this was the initial concept behind
the introduction of DisCoCat. Atomic words like
noun phrases are represented as points within finite-
dimensional vector spaces, while functional words
such as adjectives and verbs are depicted as points
within the tensor products of these vector spaces.
The interconnection of vector and tensor spaces is
facilitated through their grammatical dependencies.
By contracting these dependencies, the framework
allows for the derivation of the overall meaning of
the entire sentence.

In fact, the formulation of vectors and tensors
into a monoidal category goes back to a framework
known as categorical quantum mechanics (CQM),
which reformulated quantum theory in terms of
process theories and used string diagrams to de-
scribe quantum protocols (Abramsky and Coecke,
2008; Coecke and Kissinger, 2017). For a detailed
introduction to quantum computing and CQM, see
(Nielsen and Chuang, 2010; Coecke and Kissinger,
2017; Sutor, 2019). As a result, monoidal cate-
gories and string diagrams became a common base
in which one can use analogical reasoning to re-
late language with quantum theory. For instance,
Hilbert spaces, where quantum states are encoded,
are vector spaces, so quantum states are related to
word-meanings and grammatical reductions corre-
spond to processes such as quantum maps, quantum
effects, and measurements.

2.1 Lambek Calculus and its modal extensions
The formulae of Lambek Calculus (LC) are gener-
ated according to the following BNF:

A,B ::= A ∈ At | A ·B | A\B | A/B
Atomic types A ∈ At are atomic linguistic types,
e.g. noun phrases n and sentences s, multiplication
A · B is their composition, and the slashes A\B
and A/B build complex types, e.g. for words with
function types such as adjectives and verbs.

In (Kanovich et al., 2020), an extension of LC
with two operations !A and ∇A was introduced.
The new logic was named Lambek calculus with
soft sub-exponentials (SLLM). In (McPheat et al.,
2020), the new modal formulae were used to model
the linguistic types found in discourse, e.g. pro-
nouns and other ellipsis markers. The !-modal
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Figure 1: Translation from string diagrams to PQCs using a single-layer IQP ansatz, where each grammatical type
is mapped to a 1-qubit space.

types were used for copying referents up to a bound
k, and the ∇-modal types moved them to the loca-
tions of their markers, where they were referred to.
The authors showed how the logic could model and
reason about definite pronoun discourse ambigui-
ties, such as the Winograd schema examples, and
sloppy vs strict readings of elliptic sentences.

In (Coecke et al., 2013), the following vector
space semantics was proposed for LC:

[[A]] = V ∈ FdV ect, [[A ·B]] = [[A]]⊗ [[B]]

[[A\B]] = [[B/A]] = [[A]]∗ ⊗ [[B]]

In this semantics, atomic linguistic types are inter-
preted as finite-dimensional vector spaces and their
multiplication as the tensor product of spaces; the
slash types are interpreted as the set of all linear
maps between their two spaces, via the dual vector
space denoted by (−)∗. Words are interpreted as
elements of the vector spaces associated to their
types. This semantics was extended to SLLM in
(McPheat et al., 2020), by interpreting the copiable
linguistic categories as k-truncated Fock spaces,
defined as follows:

[[!kA]] =
k⊕

i=0

[[A]]⊗i = k ⊕ [[A]]⊕ ([[A]]⊗ [[A]]) · · ·

· · · ⊕ ([[A]]⊗ [[A]]⊗ [[A]])⊕ · · · ⊕ [[A]]⊗k

A Fock space closes its base vector A under
an infinite number of tensor products, and a k-
truncated version of it only looks at the first k ten-
sors. Access to any copies of a linguistic category
(less than the bound k) is facilitated by projecting
to that layer. Movable categories take advantage of
the commutativity of the tensor product between
finite-dimensional vector spaces. The direct sum
operation ⊕ cannot be directly represented using
the quantum gates available in QNLP, which cor-
responds to the gates provided by IBMQ. We thus
translate it into a PQC after projecting it to the
desired layer.

A summary of the translation between our Fock
space semantics and PQC is provided in Figure 1.
Due to space restrictions, we present the translation

for the case where only a single qubit is allocated to
each atomic linguistic type. In theory, the transla-
tion is easily extendible to larger numbers of qubits,
but in practice one will face computational limita-
tions. There are two types of diagrams: those on
the left, which represent string diagrams associated
with vector spaces, and the ones on the right, which
depict diagrams used for quantum circuits. On the
string diagrammatic side, a parallelogram box with
one leg depicts words with an un-copied atomic
types. A parallelogram with many legs either de-
picts a words with a copied type or a functional
type. Cupped lines depict the application of a lin-
ear map. The concatenation of two atomic sentence
types has a conjunctive (rather than tensorial) in-
terpretation, and this is modelled by the Frobenius
multiplication between vector spaces. This multi-
plication is diagrammatically denoted by a bullet
symbol (•).

In Figure 2, an example of a string diagram,
where “books” and “learning” are depicted with-
out being copied, which is indicated by their paral-
lelograms having one leg each. “The students” is
copied and has a parallelogram with two legs. The
pronoun “They” is shown with one input and one
output, giving it two legs. The verbs “were” and

“read” are represented with two inputs and one out-
put, resulting in three legs each. Cupped lines in
the diagram illustrate the application of verbs to
their subjects and objects, while a bullet symbol
(•) is used to connect “The students read the books”
with “They were learning”.

On the circuit side, a triangle labeled with 0 rep-
resents a qubit state in the zero computational basis.
A box labeled with H signifies a Hadamard gate.
A CNOT gate is denoted by a dot connected hor-
izontally to ⊕. A controlled-Z-rotation gate with
angle α, depicted as a box labeled with Rα(θi), is
connected horizontally to a control qubit, where α
can be x, y, or z, and θ ranges from 0 to 2π. An
upside-down triangle labeled with 0 signifies a mea-
surement in the computational basis, post-selected
to be zero.
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3 Methodology

We build upon the steps in (Lorenz et al., 2021) to
represent an entire discourse as a PQC.

Parsing and Diagram Generation: The first
step involves parsing a discourse into a proof in
SLLM. We do this via a translation to Combina-
tory Categorial Grammar (CCG)1, which enables
the use of the state-of-the-art parser (Clark, 2021;
Yeung and Kartsaklis, 2021). The parse trees are
then transformed to string diagrams through Dis-
CoPy (de Felice et al., 2021).

Diagram Optimisation: The number of qubits
available on contemporary quantum computers is
restricted. For instance, IBM’s largest supercon-
ducting quantum computer, as of now, has a max-
imum of 433 qubits2. Publicly accessible devices
typically offer fewer qubits, often less than 10. Con-
sequently, in the second step, the string diagrams
are optimised to minimise the number of qubits
associated to them after the translation. QNLP
diagrams are composed of a layer of tensors, fol-
lowed by a layer of applications between the ten-
sors. One approach to reduce the number of qubits
is elimination of cups through the transformation
of states into effects. Another approaches aims for
stretching and reordering them. Lambeq (Kartsak-
lis et al., 2021a) supports additional rewriting rules.
An example of an optimised diagram is provided
in Figure 2.

Quantum Circuit Transformation: In the last
step, the optimised string diagrams are transformed
into quantum circuits. This conversion relies on
a parameterisation scheme, known as an ansatz.
An ansatz serves as a mapping that determines
the quantity of qubits linked with each wire in the
string diagram, along with a distinct variational
quantum circuit associated with each word. In this
study, we choose the popular Instantaneous Quan-
tum Polynomial (IQP) ansatz, developped in (Shep-
herd and Bremner, 2009; Havlíček et al., 2019).
The resulting quantum circuits are ready for execu-
tion on either a quantum computer or a simulator.
The details of training these circuits can be found in
Section 4.3. Figure 3 illustrates the circuit derived
from the diagram presented in Figure 2.

1A grammar formalism inspired by combinatory logic and
developed in (Steedman, 2001)

2https://www.ibm.com/quantum/roadmap

N N

N N

N
NN

N N

S

The students

read

the books
They

were

learning

Figure 2: An optimized SLLM diagram for a pair of
sentences “The students read the books. They were
learning.” To enhance clarity, we treat the determiner-
noun phrases “The students” and “The books” as single
units, as determiners are eventually discarded in the
rewriting process.

4 Classification Task

Pronoun resolution is a computational linguistic
process that involves identifying the antecedent of
a pronoun within a text. In our experiment, we
consider pronoun resolution as a supervised binary
classification task. Given a sentence containing a
pronoun, the goal is to determine whether a po-
tential antecedent (such as a noun or noun phrase)
in the preceding sentence is the correct referent
for the pronoun or not. This task requires train-
ing a variational quantum classifier with labeled
data, where each pronoun-noun pair is classified
as non-coreferent or coreferent. The code and data
used in this paper are available at the following
link: https://github.com/hwazni/Qcoref

4.1 Dataset

The process of training PQCs involves optimising
multiple parameters associated with each word in
a given dataset, with the objective of minimising
the loss value on the training set. When it comes
to predicting the output for a test sample, a PQC
is constructed based on the input sentence. Each
word in the sentence is associated with a specific
set of parameters learned during the training pro-
cess. A significant challenge arises when an out-of-
vocabulary word is encountered during inference,
which includes testing or using the model for pre-
dictions. These words lack a predefined parameter
assignment. To address this issue, there are sev-
eral approaches, including random initialisation,
replacement with a special token like “UNK” for
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Figure 3: A PQC using the IQP ansatz, transformed
from the string diagram presented in Figure 2. The
parameters {θs01}, {θr01, θr12}, and {θb1, θb2, θb3} are
associated with the terms the students, read, and the
books respectively, while {θt01}, {θw01, θw12} and
{−θl3,−θl2,−θl1} are associated with They, were, and
learning respectively.

unknown words, or establishing an overlap between
the test and training vocabularies. In our case, we
fix a set of words with grammatical relations be-
tween them, then use these and prompt the GPT-3
model to generate pairs of sentences that exhibit a
substantial overlap in vocabulary.

In the initial step, we selected entries from the
definite pronoun resolution dataset introduced in
(Rahman and Ng, 2012), an extension of the Wino-
grad Schema Challenge dataset (Levesque et al.,
2012). We excluded sentences containing proper
nouns and negation, and gave preference to shorter
sentences. This process resulted in a total of 10 en-
tries. Each entry was a pair of sentences. The first
sentence, exemplified by E1 : The students read
the books, contains two referent nouns, namely, the
students and the books. In the second sentence,
an ambiguous pronoun is introduced, referring to
one of the referents in E1. For instance, it could
be either E2 : They were learning or They were
interesting. Notably, the pronoun aligns with gen-
der, number, and semantic class concerning each
of the candidate referents mentioned in the first
sentence. For each initially selected pair (E1, E2),
we created an additional set of pairs (S1, S2) in-
corporating a more diverse range of grammatical
structures. In these template pairs, S1 retained the
same referents as E1, and S2 maintained the same
co-reference relation with E1. Below is the list of
template pairs for the student-book example.

1. The students (verb, phrasal verb, verb phrase)
the books. They were (adjective, gerund
phrase).

2. The (adjective) students (verb, phrasal verb,
verb phrase) the books. They were (adjective,
gerund phrase).

3. The students (verb, phrasal verb, verb phrase)
the (adjective) books. They were (adjective,
gerund phrase).

4. The (adjective) students (verb, phrasal verb,
verb phrase) the (adjective) books. They were
(adjective, gerund phrase).

The templates replace the verb “read” by another
verb, phrasal verb or a verb phrase. Similarly,
the adjectives “learning” and “interesting” can
be replaced by another adjective or gerund phrase.
Sample templates for different examples are listed
in section 5.4.

Next, we utilize the prompt provided in the box
below in GPT-3 along with template pairs. This
technique referred as few-shot prompting, where
we provide examples in the prompt to steer the
model to better performance (Brown et al., 2020;
Kaplan et al., 2020; Touvron et al., 2023). Note
that the red tokens are modified for each example.

Provide alternative sentences by replacing the
words or phrases inside the brackets for each
statement. Utilize different verbs, phrasal verbs,
verb phrases, adjectives, or gerund phrases to
create new sentences based on the given struc-
ture. Ensure that the pronoun ‘they’ in the sec-
ond sentence refers to ‘students’ / Ensure that
the pronoun ‘they’ in the second sentence refers
to ‘books’

From the GPT-generated output, we eliminated
incorrect referent sentences and duplicate exam-
ples, retaining only well-formed sentences that pos-
sess meaningful content. We carefully handpicked
between 300 to 400 examples for each entry, en-
suring a balanced distribution of pronoun refer-
ences. Then we used the generated linguistic ele-
ments, including verbs, phrasal verbs, adjectives,
adverbs, nouns, compound nouns, verb phrases,
adverbial phrases, gerund phrases, and preposi-
tional phrases, with 8 distinct structural patterns
to generate over 8 million diverse combinations.
We randomly choose 1800 pairs for each exam-
ple, with one example with 200 pairs. This ended
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Figure 4: An optimised SLLM diagram where the pronoun refers to the object: “The students read the books. They
were interesting.” The diagram along with its transformation into a PQC.

Sentence Pair (S1, S2) Pronoun Noun Label
The students researched the books.
They were seeking new insights. They students 1
The massive storm cancelled the flight.
It was full of passengers. It storm 0
The precise sniper eliminated the ruthless terrorist.
He was a vicious dealer. He terrorist 1
The exhausted sailors threw themselves off the boats.
They were in poor condition. They sailors 0

Table 1: Dataset entries: each sentence pair is labeled with a “0” signifying that the pronoun do not refer to the
candidate noun. Conversely, a “1” label indicates that the pronoun and the noun are co-referential.

up with 16,400 (0.2%) examples, comprising ap-
proximately 200,000 words, with 1,214 unique vo-
cabulary. Through this approach, we achieved the
generation of coherent sentences that uphold gram-
matical correctness and preserve semantic consis-
tency, as a result a high quality was ensured for
the dataset. The dataset was subsequently split
into three subsets: 10,496 pairs (∼60%) for train-
ing, 2,624 pairs (∼20%) for validation, and 3,280
pairs (∼20%) for testing. The training and testing
datasets share a common vocabulary of 95%, while
none of the sentence pairs in the testing set appears
in the training or validation sets. Some examples
of the dataset are provided in Table 1.

4.2 Simulating the quantum circuits

Computation using currently available quantum
computers, which are called NISQ for Noisy
Intermediate-Scale Quantum, is slow, noisy and
limited. They lack the practicality needed for ex-
tensive training and comprehensive comparative
analyses (Preskill, 2018). For this reason, and es-
pecially at the early stages of modelling, proofs-
of-concept are obtained by running simulations. A
simple way to simulate a quantum computation is

to use linear algebra; since quantum gates corre-
spond to complex-valued tensors, each circuit can
be represented as a tensor network where compu-
tation takes place as a result of a series of tensor
contractions. The output of these contractions is the
ideal probability distribution of the measurement
outcomes on a noise-free quantum computer, i.e.
an idealistic approximation of the sampled prob-
ability distribution obtained from a NISQ device.
We conduct our experiments using noiseless non-
shot-based simulations utilizing the NumPyModel
of Lambeq (Kartsaklis et al., 2021b) with a JAX
backend (Frostig et al., 2018).

4.3 Training

We implement a hybrid classical-quantum training
approach in which the quantum computer is respon-
sible for computing the meaning of the sentence by
connecting the quantum states in a quantum circuit
and the classical computer is used to calculate the
training’s loss function. During each iteration, a
new set of quantum states is generated, driven by
the loss function’s outcome from the preceding it-
eration. This iterative procedure ensures that the
quantum states are continually refined to enhance
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the model’s performance and accuracy.
Specifically, the sentence pair (S1, S2) within

each dataset entry are combined to create a single
output quantum state. These resultant states are the
inputs to our binary classifier. In principle, they can
be any quantum map that take two sentences as in-
put and produce a sentence as the output (recall the
whole circuit is represented by an open sentence
wire). A CNOT gate is used to combine the two
sentences, as it encodes a commutative Frobenius
multiplication (•) and acts similar to a logical con-
junction. The resulting quantum circuit is denoted
by S1 •S2 and evaluated for an initial set of param-
eters Θ = (θ1, θ2, ..., θk) on a quantum computer
giving an output state |S1 • S2 (Θ)⟩. The expected
prediction is given by the Born rule, i.e. as follows:

liΘ(S1 • S2) := |⟨i|S1 • S2(Θ)⟩|2 + ϵ

where, i ∈ {0, 1}, ϵ is a smoothing term with the
value 10−9, and lΘ(S1 • S2) is the following prob-
ability distribution:

lΘ(S1 • S2) :=
(l0Θ(S1 • S2), l

1
Θ(S1 • S2))∑

i l
i
Θ(S1 • S2)

The predicted label is obtained by rounding
the probability distribution to the nearest integer
⌊lΘ(S1 •S2)⌉ and represented as one-hot encoding.
This means if ⌊lΘ(S1 • S2)⌉ < 0.5, the predicted
label [0, 1] corresponds to non-coreferent mentions,
and if ⌊lΘ(S1 • S2)⌉ ≥ 0.5, the predicted label
[1, 0] corresponds to coreferent mentions.

To find the optimal parameters for our model,
the predicted label is compared with the training
label using a binary cross-entropy loss function and
minimised using a non-gradient-based optimisation
algorithm known as SPSA (Simultaneous Perturba-
tion Stochastic Approximation) (Spall, 1998).

For the hyper-parameters, we set the initial learn-
ing rate a to 0.1, the initial parameter-shift scaling
c to 0.06, and the stability constant A to 20. We run
for 2000 epochs of SPSA during which we evalu-
ate the training loss and accuracy. This process is
repeated 15 times with random seed values. This is
essential since the gradient computed by the SPSA
procedure is an approximation and the performance
in QML is known to be very sensitive to the initial
parameter assignment (Holmes et al., 2022; Grant
et al., 2019; McClean et al., 2018).

5 Results and Discussion

5.1 Quantum Approaches: SLLM vs
Bag-of-Words

The graphs in Figure 5 illustrate how the models
converged smoothly. Across different runs, a com-
mon trend emerges—training loss decreases and
training accuracy increases steadily. Initially, the
average training loss is 1.144, which drops to 0.483
after 2000 iterations. Minimum and maximum val-
ues range from 0.369 to 0.571 for different runs.
Similarly, the average training accuracy starts at
0.514 and ends at 0.752 after 2000 iterations. The
highest recorded accuracy is 0.827, and the lowest
is 0.682 amongst all the runs. The testing accu-
racy rates vary between 0.628 and 0.782, averaging
around 0.70. These results demonstrate that the
model is able to generalise its predictions beyond
training, with well-balanced performance levels.

To understand whether the promising perfor-
mance of the SLLM classifier is due to the struc-
tural symbolic type-driven representations or the
use of PQCs, we conducted a comparative anal-
ysis with quantum circuits generated from a sim-
ple bag-of-words diagram (see section 5.4). In
this approach, each word is represented with a
single qubit, regardless of its grammatical type
(e.g., noun, adjective, or verb). Consequently, this
model disregards sentence structure and connects
all qubits using CNOT gates (the simplest counter-
parts to addition in quantum circuits). We trained
the model under identical hyper-parameters and
the same number of training runs. However, its
performance fell short, yielding an average testing
accuracy of 0.557.

5.2 Classical Approaches: SVM, CoreNLP,
Neural Coreference, SpanBERT

We implemented a Support Vector Machine (SVM)
for a binary classification task and evaluated its
performance in comparison to our VQC. The in-
puts to the SVM were pre-trained Sentence-BERT
embeddings (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019), one
per each dataset entry. We also experimented with
a compositional model, by adding SBERT word
embeddings of each entry, as shown below:

SVM Full : −→E
SVM Add : (−→w1+−→w2+−→w3...)+(−→w1+−→w4+−→w5...)

In the above, E is an entry such as: “The students
researched the books. The students were seeking
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Figure 5: Performance of 15 different runs of a classical simulation of the training set showing the average training
loss (blue) and the average training accuracy (red).

new insights." labeled as 1 or “The massive storm
cancelled the flight. The storm was full of passen-
gers." labeled as 0. In SVM Add,−→w1 is a candidate
referent, e.g. students or storm, and −→w2, −→w3, −→w4,
−→w5 are all the other words.

The objective here was to assess the discourse
relation within each entry. We achieved this objec-
tive by replacing the pronoun with either the cor-
rect or the incorrect referent, thereby evaluating the
the discourse relation between them. The training
process involved optimising two hyper-parameters:
the regularisation parameter c and the choice of
kernel type, which could be either linear or a radial
basis function (RBF). We leveraged a grid search
technique with a 10 fold cross-validation scheme
to identify the most suitable combination of hyper-
parameters. The resulting SVM model with the
best-tuned hyper-parameters was used for evalua-
tion on the testing dataset. The results in Table 2
show that SVM Add achieved a lower F1 score of
0.821 in comparison to SVM Full, which achieved
a solid F1 score of 0.914.

Model F1 Score
SVM Full 0.914
SVM Add 0.821

Table 2: Evaluation performance of classical composi-
tional and non-compositional SVM models

Additionally, we evaluated CoreNLP (Manning
et al., 2014), Neural Coreference (Clark and Man-
ning, 2016a) (Clark and Manning, 2016b), and
SpanBERT (Lee et al., 2018). CoreNLP combines
rule-based techniques with statistical models to re-
solve coreference; Neural Coreference employs
deep learning to capture patterns and dependencies
in text, and SpanBERT is a specialised version of
BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) fine-tuned for coref-

erence resolution. We ran the pre-trained models
using Stanza3, HuggingFace4, and AllenNLP5 li-
braries respectively. The outcomes are presented
in Table 3.

Model F1 Score
CoreNLP 0.563
Neural Coreference 0.585
SpanBERT 0.927
QuantumCoref 0.872

Table 3: Evaluation performance of classical neural
models

The performance levels amongst these systems
were diverse. CoreNLP achieved the lowest F1
score of 0.563, while SpanBERT demonstrated
the highest score of 0.927. Neural Coreference
achieved a moderate score of 0.585, trailing behind
SpanBERT but outperforming CoreNLP.

To facilitate the use of our approach, we im-
plemented an end-to-end system named Quan-
tumCoref that consists of two sub-modules: (a)
a mentions-detection module that uses SpaCy’s6

part-of-speech parser to identify a set of potential
coreference mentions, and (b) our highest-accurate
trained SLLM classifier, which computes corefer-
ence scores for each pair of potential mentions. It
achieved an F1 score of 0.872 near SpanBERT.

5.3 Mixed Quantum + Classical Models
To maximize the strengths of quantum and classical
systems, we combine their predictions in the fol-
lowing manner: when a classical system predicts
an incorrect referent, we opt for the prediction of

3https://corenlp.run/
4https://huggingface.co/coref/
5https://demo.allennlp.org/coreference-resolution/
6https://spacy.io/usage/linguistic-features
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Model F1 Score
CoreNLP + QuantumCoref 0.930
Neural Coreference + QuantumCoref 0.946
SpanBERT+ QuantumCoref 0.986
SVM Full + QuantumCoref 0.959
SVM Add + QuantumCoref 0.910

Table 4: Evaluation performance of mixed quantum + classical models

QuantumCoref. Similarly, when a classical model
fails to identify a referent, resulting in an empty
cluster, we rely on QuantumCoref for classifica-
tion. As an example, consider the discourse “The
students learned from the books. They were filled
with knowledge.” In this scenario, while Span-
BERT detected that the pronoun “they” refers to

“students”, QuantumCoref correctly identified the
coreference relationship as “they-books”. As a re-
sult, this mixed quantum-classical approach recog-
nised “they” and “books” as co-referent entities.
By combining the two approaches, we were able
to extract the best outcomes from each model, thus
enhancing the overall performance. CoreNLP im-
proved from 0.563 to 0.930, Neural Coreference
from 0.585 to 0.946, and SpanBERT from 0.927
to 0.986. The SVM models reacted in a similar
fashion: the performance of SVM Add increased
from 0.821 to 0.910 and that of SVM Full from
0.914 to 0.959.

5.4 Discussion

In a more detailed analysis, among the incorrect
predictions, SpanBERT identified pronouns refer-
ring to the first noun in 95% of the cases and to
the second noun in 5% of the cases. This high-
lights how SpanBERT struggles in identifying the
correct referent, particularly when it’s positioned
towards the end of the sentence, leading to a higher
preference for selecting the first noun.

In situations characterised by linguistic ambigui-
ties, SpanBERT struggles in recognising referential
connections. Notably, in instances where multiple
plausible nouns could serve as antecedents for pro-
nouns, SpanBERT returns an empty cluster. For in-
stance, in “The productive bee flew over the flower.
It was magnificent.” the complexity arises from the
fact that both “productive bee” and “flower” are
reasonable candidates for the antecedent. Similarly,
in “The sailors jumped from the boats. They were
having technical problems.”, the ambiguity arises
from the potential referents for the pronoun “They”

which could be either the “sailors” or the “boats”.
In contrast, QuantumCoref relies on sentence struc-
ture and the connections between entities and their
referents. Impressively, QuantumCoref solves 319
examples where SpanBERT misclassified, show-
casing a success rate of 81.37% and handled 35 ex-
amples where SpanBERT returned empty clusters,
with a success rate of 68.62%. When our dataset
was converted into CoNLL format and SpanBERT
was fine-tuned on it, unsurprisingly, it achieved an
F1 score of 0.998.

We would like to emphasise that these exper-
iments were not specifically aimed at showcas-
ing quantum advantage over classical coreference
resolution systems. Our aim was to demonstrate
the capabilities of our quantum-based approach,
which also offers transparency. Furthermore, Span-
BERT, with its exceptional coreference resolution
capabilities, requires high computational resources.
The fine-tuned SpanBERT model comprises a total
of 366 million parameters, which is substantially
larger compared to QuantumCoref, with a total of
2693 parameters. This highlights the efficiency of
the quantum-based approach. There is potential for
further improvements, especially when a greater
number of qubits are used in modelling. Our set-
ting can resolve general coreference relations in the
same way as anaphoric ones. When multiple ex-
pressions co-refer, the main entity becomes a Fock
space and the rest are pronoun types. We leave
experimentation in this direction to future work.

Limitations

We classify the limitations into the following items:

• Syntax. It would be tempting to call SLLM,
the logic of discourse. It, however, does not
have a connective for conjoining sentences.
In this paper, we resolved the problem in the
semantics, by using the Frobenius multiplica-
tion for conjoining sentences. A better logic
for discourse should include this connective
in its syntax.
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• Semantics. The vector space semantics of
SLLM over unifies the types, e.g. its copi-
able and functional types are assigned the
same vector space semantics, e.g. two copies
of a noun phrase and an adjective both have
the same [[N ⊗N ]] semantics.

• Automated Parsing. SLLM does not have
an automatic parser and at the moment its
use implies manual type annotations to words.
LC has an automatic parser that can be ex-
tended to the new types introduced in SLLM.
An automatic learning procedure for types,
however, requires a corpus annotated with
SLLM types. At this stage, we foresee any
co-reference annotated corpus can easily be
transferred to an SLLM annotated one.

• Quantum Computation. We relied on simu-
lations for training circuit parameters instead
of using real quantum computers. Currently,
we are experimenting with a shot-based simu-
lation with an incorporated noise model. This
approach takes into consideration critical fac-
tors such as quantum gate errors, decoherence,
and shot noise, all of which affect practical
quantum computing. It can be ported for exe-
cution on a quantum computer.

• Different Types of Anaphora. In this pa-
per, we focused on definite pronoun resolution
and identity anaphora. Non-definite and non-
identity anaphora cases, such as bridging and
event anaphora, pose challenges and require
further theoretical work.

• OntoNotes. Our original goal was to run the
model on OntoNotes. This turned out to be
impossible due to two main reasons. One
was that we needed a large overlap between
the vocabularies used in training and testing.
Secondly, the entries of OntoNotes consist of
long complex sentences, which would lead
to large quantum circuits. These could not
even be efficiently simulated with the current
technology.
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Appendix
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Figure 6: A Bag-of-Words diagram representing the discourse: “The students read the books. They were learninig.”
The diagram along with its transformation into a PQC.

• Template Example 1:

– The sailors {verb, phrasal verb, verb phrase} the boats. They were {adjective, gerund phrase}
– The {adjective} sailors {verb, phrasal verb, verb phrase} the boats. They were {adjective,

gerund phrase}
– The sailors {verb, phrasal verb, verb phrase} the {adjective} boats. They were {adjective,

gerund phrase}
– The {adjective} sailors {verb, phrasal verb, verb phrase} the {adjective} boats. They were

{adjective, gerund phrase}

• Template Example 2:

– The storm {verb, verb phrase} the flight. It was {gerund phrase}
– The {adjective} storm {verb, verb phrase} the flight. It was {gerund phrase}
– The storm {verb, verb phrase} the {adjective} flight. It was {gerund phrase}
– The {adjective} storm {verb, verb phrase} the {adjective} flight. It was {gerund phrase}

• 8 distinct structural patterns for Template Example 2:

– The storm {verb, verb phrase} the flight. It was {gerund phrase (storm)}.
– The storm {verb, verb phrase} the flight. It was {gerund phrase (flight)}.
– The {adjective (storm)} storm {verb, verb phrase} the flight. It was {gerund phrase (storm)}.
– The {adjective (storm)} storm {verb, verb phrase} the flight. It was {gerund phrase (flight)}.
– The storm {verb, verb phrase} the {adjective (flight)} flight. It was {gerund phrase (flight)}.
– The storm {verb, verb phrase} the {adjective (flight)} flight. It was {gerund phrase (storm)}.
– The {adjective (storm)} storm {verb, verb phrase} the {adjective (flight)} flight. It was {gerund

phrase (storm)}.
– The {adjective (storm)} storm {verb, verb phrase} the {adjective (flight)} flight. It was {gerund

phrase (flight)}.
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Abstract

In this paper, we examine the concept of coref-
erence in natural language text, and the chal-
lenge of identifying when two or more narra-
tive entities should be resolved as anaphori-
cally bound, and hence viewed as semantically
identical or related. To help answer this ques-
tion, we propose a coreference scale (Scalar
Anaphora) for determining the degree of sim-
ilarity between an anaphoric expression and
its antecedent in narratives. We create a cor-
pus of pairs of such anaphors and antecedents
and annotate the relations between them based
on the newly defined scale. Our data shows
that the ratio of human annotators’ agreement
score aligns with the scale of coreference. We
also present the baseline results of predicting
the scales using recent T5 and GPT-4 mod-
els, which suggests that predicting such fine-
grained scales is still a challenging task for
large language models. We will make the code
and the data publicly available.

1 Introduction

Anaphora resolution involves identifying the men-
tions that contain anaphoric or coreferential rela-
tions and predicting the correct relation for the
extracted mentions. Conventional anaphora reso-
lution corpora such as OntoNotes (Marcus et al.,
2011) and ACE (Doddington et al., 2004) focus
largely on coreference. However, there are many
“anaphora-related" phenomena that are extremely
important for facilitating deeper linguistic analysis
and modeling by modern NLP systems.

Bridging (Clark, 1975; Asher and Lascarides,
1998; Hawkins, 2015) is one such phenomena. It
refers to a set of non-identity anaphoric relations.
Despite the recent growing attention on bridging,
existing corpora and methods (Uryupina et al.,
2020; Yu et al., 2022) still treat the bridging resolu-
tion and coreference resolution as two independent
problems, overlooking the linguistic closeness be-
tween anaphoric phenomena and coreferential iden-

tity, which leads to discrepancies of annotations on
the same mention across corpora (Recasens et al.,
2010).

To alleviate the principal complexity resulting
from using a binary distinction of identity and non-
identity, Recasens et al. (2011) proposed the con-
cept of “Near-Identity” which denotes partial iden-
tity relations between mentions. Many previous
works acknowledged the importance of having a
mid-ground as Near-Identity (Uryupina et al., 2020;
Rösiger et al., 2018), but did not include it in their
annotation schema or modeling implementation for
fear of introducing too much uncertainty. Recasens
et al. (2012) is the first attempt to create a public
corpus of near-identity. However, the whole ty-
pology of near-identity was treated as a coarsed
weak and strong classifications, still leaving some
gaps between identity, near-identity, bridging and
non-identity.

In this paper, we extend the themes from Re-
casens et al. (2010) and treat anaphora resolution
as a continuum with a middle zone of near-identity
relations. To supplement and enrich the notion
of near-identity, we introduce Scalar Anaphora, a
typology that categorizes near-identity with a sim-
plified but more operationalized granularity, while
unifying it with other anaphoric relations. Further-
more, we leverage the disagreements in the raw
annotation of Phrase Detectives (PD) 3.0 (Yu et al.,
2023) to create a dataset using Scalar Anaphora
(SA) as the annotation schema. The presence of
disagreement underscores the absence of a singular,
unequivocal interpretation within a specific context
for anaphora resolution, consistent with the concept
of SA.

The major contributions outlined in this paper
include:

• The introduction of Scalar Anaphora, a uni-
fied typology for anaphoric relations. Specifi-
cally, we define relations of Coreference un-
der Description and Coreference under Trans-
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formation to fill the gap between identity and
non-identity while considering their semantic
closeness on the scale of identity.

• We leverage the raw annotations in PD 3.0
release (Yu et al., 2023) to facilitate the detec-
tion of mentions with ambiguous anaphoric
relation, and create a dataset of SA relations
using our typology.

• We experiment with T5 and GPT-4 as baseline
models for the evaluation of our anaphoric re-
lations against human annotations. The results
suggest that identifying ambiguous anaphoric
relations in SA is still challenging.

2 Related Work

Anaphora resolution refers to the task of detecting
the relation that holds between two textual entities
in a text. Conventional linguistic anaphora desig-
nates coreference, where the two mentions refer to
(denote) the same entity or concept. The Computa-
tional Linguistics literature has broadened this term
to also allow for more general anaphoric relations,
where the two mentions refer to different entities,
but are linked via semantic, lexical, or encyclo-
pedic relations (Hou et al., 2018). Most existing
anaphora corpora only annotate coreference (Mar-
cus et al., 2011; Yu et al., 2023). Within the wider
definition of anaphora, however, the other major
phenomenon of interest is bridging.

The Vieira / Poesio corpus (Poesio and Vieira,
1997) and GNOME (Poesio, 2004) are the two early
attempts to annotate bridging. Since the release of
the ARRAU corpus, more efforts have been ded-
icated to annotating bridging relations (Markert
et al., 2012; Grishina, 2016; Rösiger, 2016; Zeldes,
2017; Rösiger et al., 2018). The Prague Depen-
dency Treebank (Hajič et al., 2020) and the Pol-
ish Coreference Corpus (Ogrodniczuk et al., 2016)
are other corpora annotating bridging in languages
other than English. Due to the difficulty of de-
tecting bridging (Poesio and Vieira, 1997; Vieira,
1998), most bridging corpora are still very small.
Only ARRAU has a comparatively large annota-
tions of bridging in English with 5,512 pairs of
anaphor and antecedents. Moreover, these corpora
all have rather diverse definitions and annotations
of bridging which makes it even more difficult to
do cross-corpus analysis and modeling (Rösiger
et al., 2018).

Prior research on bridging resolution typically
adopts two approaches: 1) incorporating bridging
recognition within information status classification
(Markert et al., 2012; Hou et al., 2013a); 2) focus-
ing solely on antecedent selection, assuming prior
completion of bridging recognition (Poesio et al.,
2004; Hou et al., 2013b; Hou, 2018). Vieira and
Poesio (2000) and Hou et al. (2014) also experi-
mented with rule-based systems. More recently,
there are a growing number of works using neu-
ral networks to tackle the problem (Yu and Poe-
sio, 2020; Kantor and Globerson, 2019). Kantor
and Globerson (2019) proposed the first neural
model for full bridging resolution, leveraging a
span-based neural model originally developed for
entity coreference resolution. Hou (2020) proposed
a neural approach to bridging resolution based on
question answering.

Near-identity is also an anaphoric phenomenon
that bears great linguistic values. The near-identity
relations are akin to "bridging anaphora" as indi-
rect connections requiring inference, yet distinct as
they cannot be considered anything other than iden-
tity (Recasens et al., 2010). Since Recasens et al.
(2011) introduced the concept of Near-Identity and
proposed to redefine coreference as a scalar rela-
tion, a series of works on near-identity have been
made. Recasens et al. (2010) proposed a typology
of near-identity relations that comprised fifteen re-
lations under five families. Preliminary annotation
were also made to prove that the inter-annotator
agreement is stable enough for a more extensive an-
notation of near-identity (Recasens et al., 2012) on
NP4E corpus (Hasler et al., 2006). The granularity
of typology in Recasens et al. (2010), however, was
lost in the annotation as all the relations were la-
beled as either weak or strong near-identity. Ogrod-
niczuk et al. (2016) also contains near-identity re-
lations in the corpus. These works, despite provid-
ing a strong theoretical base for research in near-
identity, still lack empirical modeling and evalua-
tion. Our paper presents a typology of anaphoric re-
lations by merging and simplifying the typology of
near-identity in Recasens et al. (2010). The Scalar
Anaphora typology offers a means to establish a
corpus with more nuanced subtypes of anaphoric
relations, organized semantically in a hierarchical
manner, as these SA relations correspond to vary-
ing degrees of identity on a scale. Additionally, our
study delves into the modeling of SA relations and
assesses their alignment with human annotations
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to explore the practicality of this schema.
Recasens et al. (2010) defined the anaphoric rela-

tion between one facet or attribute of an entity and
the entity itself as a subtype of near-identity. It is
also referred as metonymy in Markert and Nissim
(2007) and Pustejovsky and Rumshisky (2009). In
this work, we are only treating metonymy as a part
of the near-identity. The type structure proposed
in Generative Lexicon theory (Pustejovsky, 1995)
could serve as the theoretical approach to further
address the categorization of dot objects (system-
atic polysemies).

Recent work also studied the tracking of trans-
formation or changes of entities within the frame
of anaphora resolution. Fang et al. (2022) and Rim
et al. (2023) annotated anaphoric relations includ-
ing coreference and bridging for procedural texts.
They treat the transformation of entities, e.g., oil
mixed with salt being later referred to as a mix-
ture, as a bridging relation. Rim et al. (2023) also
defined the concept of Coreference under Trans-
formation, which is the first attempt to introduce
transformation of events into the scope of anaphora
resolution. Oguz et al. (2022) presented a multi-
modal anaphora corpus on recipes where the trans-
formation is annotated as a near-identity rather than
bridging. Zeldes (2021) also argued the impor-
tance of tracking the change of entities over time
for coreference resolution problem and proposed
adding a new layer of annotation on “scope” for
OntoNotes.

Learning from disagreements among coders has
been a growing topic in the NLP field. An emerg-
ing trend in dataset creation involves moving be-
yond a solitary "gold" annotation to encompass the
inclusion of the entirety of raw annotations pro-
vided by coders.Uma et al. (2021) and Leonardelli
et al. (2023) posted shared tasks to model the dis-
agreements among annotators in a variety of fields
including coreference resolution, pos tagging, hu-
mour detection, etc. Recasens et al. (2012) also
created the NIDENT corpus by automatically iden-
tifying near-identity relations using human coders’
disagreements.

3 Defining Scalar Anaphora

For this paper, we propose a coreference scale
called Scalar Anaphora, for determining the de-
gree of similarity between an anaphoric expression
and its antecedent in narratives. Figure 1 shows
the typology of Scalar Anaphora as a decision tree,

where neighboring nodes are semantically closer
on the scale of identity. Following Recasens et al.
(2010), we believe anaphoric binding relations in
text are best viewed as expressing degrees of iden-
tity between the entities. In this paper, we go fur-
ther and argue that these types can be partially
ordered on a scale of referential similarity.

Formally, for two narrtive entities, e1 and e2,
we identify five anaphoric relations on the scale
based on the semantic closeness between them.
The scale begins by distinguishing between the
relation of (strict) Identity and (strict) Non-identity.
If e1 and e2 are substitutible under both transparent
and opaque contexts, then we say e1 and e2 are
coreferential or Identical. For example, conven-
tional coreference clusters, e.g., including Clinton,
Hillary Clinton, and she, illustrate semantic sub-
stitutibility between all members of the cluster, in-
cluding opaque contexts. Hence, in a belief context,
such as believes x is a good Senator, any member
of the cluster can be substituted without changing
the truth value. Strict identity is the strongest rela-
tion of similarity.

Figure 1: Typology of Scalar Anaphora.

The nearest relation to this comes about by iden-
tifying when a pair of entities is not substitutible
under both opaque contexts and non-opaque. This
arises with occupational and functional descrip-
tions of entities, complicating substitutions.

(1) Clinton[ANTECEDENT], the Sena-
tor[ANAPHOR] from New York, voiced
her concerns about the proposed bill during
the congressional hearing.

For example, in 1, while the pair (“Clinton", “the
Senator") are substitutible under non-opaque con-
texts (being female, American, medium height), the
functional nominal senator can be embedded in an
opaque context (“a very good senator"), while not
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allowing Clinton to necessarily be judged as good.
Hence, we introduce a class of Coreference under
Description (CuD) to describe the semantic rela-
tion between two entities, if they are substitutible
only under non-opaque contexts. Hence, CuD is
weaker than Identity.

The next class on the scale of similarity is de-
fined by Coreference under Transformation (CuT).
This includes entities that are “substance identical",
but are not formally identical. For entities that un-
dergo changes by virtue of explicitly mentioned
actions or processes (slicing, chopping, grilling), If
two entities denote identical substances, regardless
of individuation (form), we say they are substance
identical. If the formal difference is the result of
a transformative action, e.g., chopping or grilling,
we say e1 and e2 are coreferential under transfor-
mation, e.g., an onion and the chopped onion. As a
result, CuT is weaker than CuD.

The final distinction is defined by identifying
whether the two entities are conceptually of the
same type or different type. This of course in-
cludes Clark’s original examples of bridging rela-
tions, where we focus on tangible relations such as
part-of, member-of and location. Clearly, Bridg-
ing is weaker than CuT. If none of these relations
holds, we identify two entities as being in a strictly
non-coreferential relation. The extremum of dis-
similarity, Non-Identity, is therefore weaker than
Bridging.

4 Corpus Annotation

Inspired by the method in Recasens et al. (2012) of
automatically extracting mentions of near-identity
relations by leveraging coders’ disagreement, we
seek to use disagreement scores to speed up the
process of identifying mention pairs with anaphoric
relations rather than annotating exhaustively. Once
the pairs are automatically extracted, we apply our
schema of SA to them and annotate the scale of
annaphora for each of the relation they hold.

4.1 Data Preparation

PD 3.0 (Yu et al., 2023) is a corpus collecting
multiple human judgments about anaphoric refer-
ence crowdsourced in the form of Games-With-A-
Purpose (Von Ahn, 2006) on fictions and Wikipedia
texts. During annotation, players either aim at la-
beling antecedent for a given anaphor or they make
a binary anaphoric judgment about other player’s
annotation where the participants have to agree or

disagree with the interpretation. We prepare the
annotation by extracting mentions from the PD 3.0
corpus because of its rich annotations. Every men-
tion in the texts is at least annotated by 8 players
(20 in average). And for each different anaphoric
judgment of two mentions, there are at least 4 play-
ers conducting the validation. The disagreement
among the players for each pair is also reported.

We only use 35 Wikipedia texts from the PD
3.0 corpus gold data as our source data because
comparing to fictions, Wikipedia tends to contain
more proper nouns and less pronouns, which usu-
ally hold identity relation with their antecedents.
The other reason is that Wikipedia requires more
common knowledge than interpretation of the con-
text, which results in less confusion among the
annotators.

We parse the raw data from masxml files and
extract candidate anaphoric relation pairs. Each
pair has two mentions anaphor and antecedent,
along with an array of human judgments agreeing
or disagreeing with this interpretation. We calcu-
late the DISAGREEMENT SCORE (DS) by dividing
the number of disagreements by the total number
of judgments. The higher the DS, the higher the
ratio of disagreement among annotators.

Intuitively we hypothesize that the DS could in-
dicate the scale of identity between the anaphor
and antecedent, and the DS will be inversely pro-
portional to the identity scale, i.e., with the DS
increasing, the two mentions are less identical. In
that sense, we are binning our set of pairs into three
bins according to their DS assuming that different
bins would show corresponding distributions of SA
relations. We set the three bins as [0, 0.4], [0.4, 0.7]
and [0.7, 1.0].

While there are 2,939 pairs extracted from the
PD corpus, we do not have enough resources to
annotate every one of them. To keep the topic di-
versity from the Wikipedia texts, for the document
from each topic, we randomly sample three pairs
from each DS bin. After careful examination, we
exclude 7 cases where the sentence contexts are
limited or missing for determining the anaphoric
relation of the pair. Finally we have 308 pairs that
are split into three batches.

4.2 Scalar Anaphora Annotation

Given a pair of anaphor and antecedent, and their
sentence contexts, we ask annotators to annotate
the pairwise anaphoric relation. After each round
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of annotation, annotators would adjudicate dis-
agreements and create the harmonized annotation.
All 308 pairs are dually annotated in three batches
by two expert annotators from the linguistics and
computer science departments of a US-based uni-
versity. The annotation involves each annotator
classifying the relation into the SA typology by
judging the degree of identity between pairs of men-
tions. We design the annotation workflow based
on the SA typology from Figure 1 and follow its
decision-tree based methodology:

1. The annotator should first judge if the two
mentions are strictly identical, which means
they appear to denote the same individual. If
yes, annotate IDENTITY.

2. If not, then check if one mention represents
one facet or some attributes other than formal
role of the other mention. For example, a
company produces a product (i.e., a dot object
with a metonymic interpretation (Pustejovsky,
1995)). If yes, annotate CUD.

3. Then check if one mention is substance iden-
tical to the other mention after some trans-
formative actions where they are no longer
strictly identical but still share some common
characteristics. If yes, then annotate CUT.

4. Next, check if both mentions point to two en-
tities that are conceptually of the same type or
different type, while holding some relations
such as part-of or location. If yes, then anno-
tate BRIDGING.

5. Finally, if none of that above relations holds
and the two mentions point to different enti-
ties, annotate NON-IDENTITY.

We use pairwise F1 and Cohen’s Kappa as our
metrics for Inter-Annotator Agreement (IAA). Ta-
ble 1 shows the IAA from each round of the an-
notation. The complexity of annotating CuD and
BRIDGING leads to most of the disagreement from
the first round of the annotation. However, as anno-
tators are getting more familiar with the SA typol-
ogy, the IAA increases and reaches the highest in
the last round.

The IAA for each relation in F1 is shown in Table
2. CUD, CUT and NON-IDENTITY constitute the
relations with the highest disagreement in that they
are of fewer instances and they tend to be more
confusing because of their inherit ambiguity. For

F1 Cohen’s κ
Round 1 51.43 0.31
Round 2 66.67 0.51
Round 3 76.19 0.64

Table 1: IAA of each annotation round.

example, CUD are often mistaken as BRIDGING

where the attribute of an entity is regarded as a
relation:

(2) Laramie cigarettes [ANTECEDENT], see-
ing an opportunity to sell their products
[ANAPHOR] to children legally, offers to buy
the rights to market tomacco for $150 million.

For CUT, the nature of narration in Wikipedia data
exerts more subtlety onto the transformation unlike
procedural texts. In 3, Henry undergoes a series
of events including captivity and location change.
However, one annotator overlooked the transforma-
tion and labeled CUT as IDENTITY.

(3) a. Henry [ANTECEDENT] was found off the
coast of North Wales in a lobster pot, and is
in captivity at the Blackpool Sea Life Centre
in North West England;
b. Henry [ANAPHOR] is going to be in a new
exhibit with an octopus at the Blackpool Sea
Life Centre, entitled “Suckers”.

The reason why the disagreement for NON-
IDENTITY is low is that judgment is heavily con-
text based. The anaphor and antecedent are usually
similar strings but actually refer to two different
entities after contextualization.

(4) An advantage of the knork is that it can be
used easily by people who have only one arm
[ANTECEDENT]; Roald Dahl reports in Boy
how his father invented a knork precursor as a
result of losing his arm [ANAPHOR].

We are pleased to report a high level of agree-
ment in the annotation of both IDENTITY and
BRIDGING instances. The robust concordance ob-
served in IDENTITY annotations can be attributed
to their relatively straightforward criteria, primarily
involving exact string matching and explicit pro-
noun references. In the case of BRIDGING, the flex-
ibility of its annotation criteria facilitates the dis-
cernment of tangible relations between mentions.

In our final corpus (Table 2), the ratio of near-
identity (57.79%) in all annotations of anaphora
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is significantly higher than 12%-16% which is re-
ported in (Recasens et al., 2012) as we have a more
strict definition of NON-IDENTITY and a broader
definition of BRIDGING resulting in a shift from
NON-IDENTITY to BRIDGING.

Count Ratio (%) IAA (F1)
IDENTITY 114 37.0 75.98
CUD 31 10.1 40.68
CUT 18 5.8 37.04
BRIDGING 129 41.9 70.87
NON-IDENTITY 16 5.2 36.36
OVERALL 308 100 65.31

Table 2: Statistics of annotation in terms of SA relation.

4.3 Correlation between Scales and
Disagreement

To further understand whether the disagreement of
the mention pairs from the PD 3.0 corpus can help
identify high-quality candidates for our annotation,
we investigate the possible correlations between the
SA relation types and the DS of the mention pairs.
We start by calculating the Spearman Rank Cor-
relation coefficient (Spearman, 1961) between SA
and DS. The score is 0.2248 which indicates there
is a modest correlation between the two variables.
Figure 2 details the distribution of SA relations
when grouping them into the bins that are used
in our annotation. IDENTITY is the relation with
the highest proportion, showing that it is less con-
fusing. The proportions of CuD and CuT remain
similar across bins of low and medium DS and
decrease in the high DS bin. This indicates that
the two relations tend to trigger low and medium
disagreements among annotators and behave like
IDENTITY. Most NON-IDENTITY cases are in the
final bin, indicating that it is the most confusing
among all relations. BRIDGING, being the most
dominant relation in the medium and high DS bins,
has a similar trend of appearing more in the bins of
higher DS as NON-IDENTITY.

Table 3 shows the average DS of each relation.
The DS of IDENTITY is lower while the other rela-
tions all demonstrate a comparatively high DS. No-
tably, the average DS increases as the relation be-
comes more towards non-identity on the anaphoric
scale, which aligns with our hypothesis that DS
could be inversely proportionate to identity. Over-
all, we believe that the DS is a useful resource for
anaphoric relation annotation, and the correlation
could be more statistically significant with more

annotations.

Figure 2: Distribution of SA relation in different DS
bins (left inclusive).

Average DS
IDENTITY 0.376
CUD 0.465
CUT 0.477
BRIDGING 0.594
NON-IDENTITY 0.727

Table 3: Average DS of each relation.

5 Scalar Anaphora Resolution

In this section, we present experiments of the task
for anaphora resolution with fine-grained relations
that we defined in the SA. We explore baselines
from language models and provide further insights
on our data. In our experiments, we formalize SA
resolutions the task of identifying the SA relation
between each mention pair given the sentence con-
text of the entity.1

5.1 Data Processing

We use our annotated data for model training and
evaluation. For all the pairs from each SA relations,
we randomly sample 80% of the pairs for training
and hold out the other 20% for testing. Table 4
shows the train test split for the experiments. Since
some relation have much fewer pairs than the oth-
ers, sampling by relation type is useful for ensuring
the data balance between train and test.

Since PD only contains human-selected pairs
where the two entities have associations, there is
no “real” non-identity relation between the existing
pairs. With that in mind, for each Wikipedia topic,

1Unlike conventional coreference resolution tasks, we pro-
vide gold mentions and only predict the relations between the
mentions as our baselines are designed for providing insights
on the new relations from SA.
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we generate two negative pairs with mentions ran-
domly sampled from all the mentions from this
topic. Those negative pairs will also be labeled as
NON-IDENTITY in modeling. When reporting the
results, we will label these pairs as NEGATIVE.

Train Test
IDENTITY 91 23
CUD 25 6
CUT 14 4
BRIDGING 103 26
NON-IDENTITY 13 3
NEGATIVE 56 14
OVERALL 302 76

Table 4: Train test split of the SA dataset.

5.2 Experiment 1: Scalar Anaphora with T5

Experiment Setup We use the recent sequence-
to-sequence generation model T5 (Raffel et al.,
2020) as the baseline. We set the input sequence
as the question answering format with entities that
are highlighted in the text. An example sequence is
shown in Figure 3. The input includes the questions
and the context where the mentions are wrapped by
a pair of squared brackets ([...]).The output is the
SA relation. We fine-tune the T5-base model on
the training set, and evaluate the results on the test-
ing set. Model performance was evaluated using
precision, recall and F1-score.

Figure 3: Example of T5 model input and output for SA
resolution task.

Results Table 5 shows the results of the pairwise
SA relation classification on our test set. IDENTITY

and BRIDGING are the two relations that achieve
relatively high F1 scores. The reasons are: 1. There
are more training examples; 2. The two relations
are relatively easy to categorize which aligns with
human annotation. The result of randomly picked
negative examples is also relatively high in that they
are mostly just completely distinct entities thus also
straightforward to distinguish. It is not surprising
to see that the performance on CUD is low. T5
often times confuse it with IDENTITY. The model
also fail to predict any CUT or NON-IDENTITY

relation. Besides the fewer number of examples,

the ambiguity of the two relations also contributes
to the poor performance. Notably, T5 labels all
examples of these two relations as IDENTITY.

(5) It bought this land as a standard-sized lot in
1903 [ANTECEDENT], but the City widened
Pender Street in 1912 and expropriated 24 feet
(7.3 m) of the lot [ANAPHOR].

(6) The bulb [ANTECEDENT] was officially
listed in the Guinness Book of World Records
as “the Most Durable Light”, in 1972, replac-
ing another bulb [ANAPHOR] in Fort Worth,
Texas.

For example, in 5, the relation of CUT is mistak-
enly predicted as IDENTITY. This indicates that T5
model is unable to capture the transformative event
the antecedent undergoes; while in 6 the model also
failed to detect that the bulb and another bulb are
distinct entities in a complicated context.

P R F1
IDENTITY 56.25 78.26 65.45
CUD 100 16.67 28.57
CUT 0 0 0
BRIDGING 60.00 57.69 58.82
NON-IDENTITY 0 0 0
NEGATIVE 100 28.57 44.44
OVERALL 52.71 30.20 32.88

Table 5: Pairwise relation classification results on the
test set with T5.

5.3 Experiment 2: Scalar Anaphora with
GPT-4

Experiment Setup We experiment with GPT-4
(Brown et al., 2020; OpenAI, 2023) as another
baseline for the SA resolution task. Comparing
to the T5 baseline with fully supervised learning
(§5.2), we use GPT-4 with few-shot prompt learn-
ing. In each prompt, we use a single set of 5 ex-
emplars from the training set and a human-created
instruction on how to perform the task. We conduct
prompt tuning on a small subset of the training set,
and evaluate the best prompt on the testing test.
Similar to T5 baseline, Model performance was
evaluated using precision, recall and F1-score.

Prompt Tuning We randomly sample 25 pairs
from the training set as the “seeds” to evaluate the
GPT-4 performance with different prompt formu-
lations. Table 6 shows the prompt combinations
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Figure 4: Flat instruction (top) and hierarchical instruction (bottom) part of the prompt.

in the experiments. Each type of the prompt con-
sists of an instruction and 5 exemplars (5-shot). 0-
shot only contains the instruction. 5-shot-random
contains random human-generated exemplars; 5-
shot-domain contains in-domain exemplars from
the training set; 5-shot-CoT adds additional chain
of thought (Wei et al., 2022) to each in-domain ex-
emplar. We generate two types of instructions for
the prompts (Figure 4). The flat one instructs the
model to predict the relations all as separate and
individual classes, while the hierarchy one instructs
the model to make decisions following several tem-
porally ordered steps.

Flat Instruct. Hierarchical Instruct.
0-shot ✔ ✔

5-shot-random ✔ ✔

5-shot-domain ✔ ✔

5-shot-CoT ✔ ✔

Table 6: GPT-4 prompt combinations for the SA resolu-
tion baseline.

Table 7 shows the results on the 25 pairs using
different prompts. We achieve the highest macro F1
score with few-shot tuning using CoT and Hierar-
chical instructions. For the following experiments
with GPT-4, we will continue using this prompt
setting.

Results Table 8 shows the results of GPT-4 using
few-shot learning with CoT and hierarchical struc-
ture. The model achieves pretty good results on
IDENTITY and CUT. However, the performances
of the other relations are not very high.

Comparing the results of GPT-4 in table 8 with
that of T5, we can notice that the overall perfor-
mance slightly decreases as well as the perfor-
mance for most individual relation. This is likely
due to supervised learning outperforming few-shot
learning since the task is non-trivial and it is natu-

rally difficult to fully understand all the relations
with just a few examples. The performance of re-
lation IDENTITY is consistently high across the
two models, while NON-IDENTITY still cannot be
correctly predicted. This complies with our as-
sumptions that IDENTITY relation is fairly easy
to categorize and NON-IDENTITY is very confus-
ing. We are glad to see that the F1 score of CUT
increases significantly after explicitly asking the
model to pay more attention to the transformative
event. However, it is disappointing to see that the
performances on CUD, BRIDGING and NEGATIVE

all drop.

P R F1

Flat

0-shot 32.41 40.00 33.63
5-shot-random 36.94 33.33 26.79
5-shot-domain 20.50 30.00 21.30
5-shot-CoT 40.00 40.00 36.41

Hierarchy

0-shot 44.44 30.00 34.78
5-shot-random 46.30 30.00 27.78
5-shot-domain 41.32 30.00 34.76
5-shot-CoT 50.11 36.67 37.90

Table 7: Pairwise relation classification results on 25
random examples with different prompt settings.

P R F1
IDENTITY 46.81 95.65 62.86
CUD 10.00 16.67 12.50
CUT 40.00 50.00 44.44
BRIDGING 66.67 15.38 25.00
NON-IDENTITY 0 0 0
NEGATIVE 100 14.29 25.00
OVERALL 43.91 32.00 28.30

Table 8: Pairwise relation classification results on the
test set with GPT-4.
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6 Conclusion

We have proposed the Scalar Anaphora, a unified
typology for anaphoric relations that can be iden-
tified and evaluated between coreference and non-
coreference by considering their semantic close-
ness on the scale of identity. To that end, we
have defined Coreference under Description and
Coreference under Transformation, two additional
granular relations that express difference seman-
tic closeness on the scale of identity. We have
constructed a new dataset that encodes manually
annotated anaphoric relation between each men-
tion pair, and our annotations have been able to
show that the anaphoric relation correlates with hu-
man judgments on the closeness of each mention
pair on the identity scale. We have also performed
pairwise classification tasks on the anaphoric rela-
tions and presented baselines from recent T5 and
GPT-4 models. The results have shown that the
understanding of anaphoric relations remains chal-
lenging to current large language models. In future
research, we intend to apply our method and an-
notation to more data and a broader range of text
genres. We will also explore the validity and appli-
cation of the anaphoric scale typology on the chain
of cluster of entities and mentions by not limiting
it to pairwise evaluation.

Ethics Statement

In conducting this research and preparing this pa-
per, we want to affirm that our research has solely
focused on scientific inquiry and there are no ethi-
cal concerns or issues that have arisen in the course
of our study.

Limitations

Since the goal of PD annotation is to only anno-
tate coreference, the raw data we process would be
biased towards identity, and many cases of other
SA relations could be omitted. And during data
preparation stage, we exclude the human expert
annotations and only focus on crowdsourced an-
notations in PD. In future work, we plan to take
advantage of the expert annotations in determin-
ing the DS since it is of higher quality. Also due
to the nature of narrative texts, the number of in-
stances of CUT is low. A better understanding of
how transformation affects the semantic closeness
of an entity to its antecedent requires an extended
annotation on procedural texts where tranformative

events are more prevalent. To address the afore-
mentioned issues, a new corpus of annotation of
SA relations on different types of texts is needed.
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Abstract

Customer feedback is invaluable to companies
as they refine their products. Monitoring cus-
tomer feedback can be automated with As-
pect Level Sentiment Classification (ALSC)
which allows analyzing specific aspects of the
products in reviews. Large Language Models
(LLMs) are the heart of many state-of-the-art
ALSC solutions, but they perform poorly in
some scenarios requiring Coreference Resolu-
tion (CR). In this work, we propose a frame-
work to improve an LLM’s performance on
CR-containing reviews by fine-tuning on highly
inferential tasks. We show that the perfor-
mance improvement is likely attributed to the
improved model CR ability. We release a new
dataset1 that focuses on CR in ALSC, and share
code2 for the experiments.

1 Introduction

To understand an end user’s perspective on a prod-
uct, it is common to consider reviews on online
platforms. A company can look for the customers’
perspective on a certain aspect of the product. For
instance, a laptop company might look for reviews
concerning "battery." Aspect Level Sentiment Clas-
sification (ALSC) analyzes reviews for sentiments
of specific aspects, like the "battery" aspect in ear-
lier example (Yan et al., 2021). ALSC is a sub-task
of a wider body of work called Aspect Based Sen-
timent Analysis (ABSA) (Liu, 2012), which aims
to extract aspects and their associated sentiments.
State-of-the-art ALSC solutions often use Large
Language Models (LLMs) (Zhang et al., 2022).

Reviews often use pronouns, which can make
coreference resolution (CR) in LLMs necessary
to infer the sentiment associated with the aspect.
Hence, LLMs used for ALSC need strong CR abil-
ity, and can fail otherwise. For instance, the sen-

1https://borealisdata.ca/dataset.xhtml?
persistentId=doi:10.5683/SP3/HSKJEY

2https://github.com/dhruvmullick/absa-cs

Table 1: Cases where the T5 ALSC model fails due to
its poor coreference resolution ability.

Sentence Aspect Sentiment Polarity
Predicted Gold

He ate food at the restau-
rant, it was deserted

restaurant neutral negative
food negative neutral

He ate food at the restau-
rant, it was dark

restaurant neutral negative
food negative neutral

tence - "He ate food at the restaurant, it was de-
serted." requires the LLM to understand that the
definite pronoun "it" refers to the "restaurant" (an-
tecedent), because of the context ("deserted"). Ta-
ble 1 shows four examples where the state-of-the-
art T5 ALSC model (Zhang et al., 2021) fails due
to its poor CR ability. We find that ~15% of this T5
model’s errors are on cases requiring CR ability.

LLMs are also known to have performance and
stability issues (Phang et al., 2018). To remedy
these, instead of directly training on the task of in-
terest (target task), it can be beneficial to first train
on an auxiliary task (Pruksachatkun et al., 2020).
Certain auxiliary tasks can contribute to both im-
proved performance and stability of the target task
(Phang et al., 2018). Using auxiliary training, our
work shows a way to improve an LLM’s perfor-
mance on English ALSC reviews requiring CR.

In our work, we: a) show that an LLM trained
for ALSC makes more errors when evaluated only
on reviews requiring CR ability, compared to when
handling typical ALSC reviews (8.7% mean F1);
b) demonstrate that our framework for handling
CR-containing reviews can improve ALSC model’s
CR ability (16% mean F1); c) show that this im-
proved CR ability can improve ALSC performance
for reviews requiring CR ability (5% mean F1).
d) release annotated variants of existing datasets
which can be used to benchmark a model’s ALSC
performance on CR cases.
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2 Experimental Setup

2.1 Data

Original ALSC Datasets We consider English
ALSC datasets: SemEval Restaurant (Rest16) (Pon-
tiki et al., 2016) and MAMS (Jiang et al., 2019),
both of which contain reviews from a similar restau-
rant domain. Inspired by Yan et al. (2021), ALSC
reviews are processed into an input format suit-
able for our LLM - "[sentence]. aspect: [aspect]".
The ground truth output is "positive", "negative" or
"neutral". For example, "$20 for good sushi cannot
be beaten. aspect: sushi" has the ground truth as
"positive". We clean datasets as per Appendix C.

CR Cases We identify reviews in the Rest16 and
MAMS datasets that contain definite pronouns, and
henceforth call these sentences Pronoun cases.

Limiting ourselves to the ALSC task described
above, we say that a review is a CR case if its senti-
ment requires proper coreference resolution for cor-
rect classification. Specifically, the aspect should
be an antecedent of a definite pronoun which is
associated with a sentiment polarity. For example,
"He ate food at the restaurant, it was deserted." with
aspect: "restaurant" is a CR case. Here, "restau-
rant" is the antecedent of "it" which is associated
with "deserted" and has negative connotations. CR
cases are manually selected from Pronoun cases.

ALSC-CR Dataset Our dataset is composed of
the original ALSC datasets (Rest16 and MAMS).
The testing, however, is done only using CR cases,
and we use a combination of Pronoun and Non-
Pronoun cases for validation and train sets. Table 2
presents the dataset composition. Better perfor-
mance on the test dataset will indicate a superior
ability to handle CR cases in ALSC.

The train, validation and test sets are of similar,
but not identical, distributions. Due to the limited
number of CR cases, it is not possible to have train
and validation sets composed entirely of CR cases.
More details can be found in Appendix D.

2.2 Auxiliary Tasks

We use highly inferential tasks for auxiliary train-
ing in our experiments as they generally provide
higher improvements for various NLP target tasks
(Pruksachatkun et al., 2020). We select two com-
monsense tasks - Commongen (Lin et al., 2020)
and CosmosQA (Huang et al., 2019), as common-
sense reasoning helps with CR (Liu et al., 2017).

SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al., 2016) is selected be-
cause it is a non-commonsense question answering
(QA) task. Its performance is contrasted with Cos-
mosQA, checking if it is the QA or the common-
sense ability which improves CR. Quora Question
Prediction (Wang et al., 2018) (QQP) is selected as
it benefits performance on the Stanford Sentiment
Treebank (SST) task which is similar to ALSC
(Wang et al., 2019). Even if auxiliary tasks aren’t
designed for CR, they can impart CR ability to the
model. For the QA example - “Context: Alice can’t
come. She is old”; “Question: Who is old?”, an-
swer is “Alice”. Answering this requires CR and
teaches the model CR ability.

Commongen is a generative commonsense task
involving sentence generation from a list of con-
cepts (train size = 67,389). It tests: 1) ability to
construct grammatical sentences adhering to com-
monsense; 2) reasoning with unseen concept com-
binations. For example: input - "concepts = [dog,
frisbee, catch]"; output - "A dog leaps to catch a
frisbee."

CosmosQA is a QA task where answering ques-
tions requires commonsense (train size = 25,262).
For each question, there are four options, and the
model should output the correct option number.

SQuAD is an extractive QA task where the cor-
rect answer to the question is present exactly in the
passage (train size = 87,599).

QQP task involves checking if two Quora ques-
tions are semantically equivalent. We cap the train
size at 50,000 to match the other datasets.

3 Experiments and Results

We ran experiments for three purposes: a) to show
there is drop in ALSC performance for reviews re-
quiring CR ability; b) to show we can alleviate this
performance drop by auxiliary fine-tuning; c) to
provide additional evidence that change in perfor-
mance on CR cases is due to improved CR ability.

Inspired by state-of-the-art performance in
Zhang et al. (2021), we used the T5 LLM (Raf-
fel et al., 2019). Our baseline model is a T5 trained
on ALSC-CR, but not fine-tuned on auxiliary tasks.

The T5 model was trained in various settings
using training prompts/input prefixes (Appendix
F). Wording of prompts has limited impact on the
outcome so we did not experiment with the wording
(Raffel et al., 2019). Rather, we relied on prior
work for task prompts (Lin et al., 2020; Lourie
et al., 2021; Raffel et al., 2019). For ALSC and
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Table 2: ALSC-CR composition. Note that CR cases are types of Pronoun cases.

PartitionPartitionPartitionPartitionPartitionPartitionPartitionPartitionPartitionPartitionPartitionPartitionPartitionPartitionPartitionPartitionPartition SizeSizeSizeSizeSizeSizeSizeSizeSizeSizeSizeSizeSizeSizeSizeSizeSize DatasetDatasetDatasetDatasetDatasetDatasetDatasetDatasetDatasetDatasetDatasetDatasetDatasetDatasetDatasetDatasetDataset Data TypeData TypeData TypeData TypeData TypeData TypeData TypeData TypeData TypeData TypeData TypeData TypeData TypeData TypeData TypeData TypeData Type
Pronoun Cases Non-Pronoun Cases

MAMS Rest16 CR Cases Non-CR Pronoun Cases
Train 12,434 D D D D D
Validation 889 D D D D D
Test 346 D D D ✗ ✗

Definite Pronoun Resolution (DPR) (Rahman and
Ng, 2012) (Sec. 3.3), we created prompts as we did
not find examples in prior work (see Appendix F).

All experiments were run with at least 10 random
seeds, and Yuen-Welch test was used for testing
statistical significance.

3.1 Model Performance on ALSC Without
Auxiliary Fine Tuning

To check LLM performance on CR cases, we eval-
uated the T5 model on regular ALSC data (ALSC-
Regular), which does not consist solely of CR cases.
ALSC-Regular and ALSC-CR are equal sized and
have an identical proportion of Rest16 and MAMS.
We also evaluated the T5 model on ALSC-CR, to
get the model’s performance solely on CR cases.

By comparing T5 model’s performance on the
two ALSC datasets, we show that unspecialized
LLMs face a significant performance problem
while handling reviews requiring CR ability. Re-
sults are shown in Table 3, where evaluation on
ALSC-CR shows a drop in performance of ~8.7%
mean F1, as well as an increase of 0.6 F1 standard
deviation indicating a poorer model convergence.

Table 3: T5 model evaluated on ALSC datasets. Best
score bolded. Performances on the datasets are statisti-
cally significantly different (p-value=9.03e− 05).

Dataset Mean F1 (± Std. Dev)
ALSC-Regular 79.71 (± 1.99)
ALSC-CR 71.07 (± 2.60)

3.2 Fine Tuning With Auxiliary Tasks

As a solution to poor performance on ALSC-CR
(Section 3.1), we experimented with various auxil-
iary tasks mentioned in Section 2.2.

We trained T5 model on the auxiliary task first to
incorporate auxiliary task knowledge. This model
is then trained and evaluated on ALSC-CR, our tar-
get task. We experimented with different auxiliary
dataset sizes as the size has little correlation with
the target task performance (Wang et al., 2019).

The model’s performance on ALSC-CR with
different auxiliary tasks is compared to baseline
model’s ALSC-CR performance to see if auxil-
iary tasks were beneficial. Results are shown in
Table 4. We find that the lower ALSC-CR perfor-
mance (compared to ALSC-Regular) can be alle-
viated by auxiliary training with Commongen and
QQP, which lead to statistically significant improve-
ments of ~5% mean F1. Auxiliary training with
CosmosQA and SQuAD does not lead to statisti-
cally significant improvement in any case.

Prior work (Pruksachatkun et al., 2020) showed
a general improvement in a model’s target task
performance when fine-tuned with highly inferen-
tial tasks. Apart from being highly inferential, be-
cause Commongen is a generative commonsense
task, it is ideal for imparting commonsense knowl-
edge to a generative LLM like T5. On the other
hand, CosmosQA being a discriminative task is
unlikely to impart as much commonsense knowl-
edge into a generative system (Lin et al., 2020).
As being highly inferential is helpful for target
tasks, the SQuAD extractive QA task, would not
result in as significant an improvement. When used
for auxiliary training, QQP shows a high improve-
ment in the SST target task (Wang et al., 2019)
which involves similar sentiment analysis, explain-
ing QQP’s improved performance on ALSC-CR.

While auxiliary training on DPR appears promis-
ing, its dataset (train size = 1500) is much smaller
than for other tasks. For completeness we did train
using DPR but the mean F1 = 72.77 was not statis-
tically significantly different from the baseline.

Similar to Wang et al. (2019), we do not find cor-
relation between auxiliary task size and target per-
formance. This lack of correlation may be due to
the fact that small datasets might not teach the task
sufficiently (Raffel et al., 2019). On the other hand,
large auxiliary datasets can cause catastrophic for-
getting of the LLM’s original objective (Wang et al.,
2019). This original objective is generally benefi-
cial for target tasks. Despite this lack of correlation,
we have demonstrated a framework for improving
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Table 4: Mean F1 (± Std. Dev) performance on ALSC-CR on different fractions of aux dataset. * denotes statistically
significant difference from baseline. Table’s best scores bolded, 2nd best underlined.

Aux. Task Aux. Dataset Fraction
0.1 0.2 0.5 1.0

Commongen 75.7275.7275.7275.7275.7275.7275.7275.7275.7275.7275.7275.7275.7275.7275.7275.7275.72 (± 1.14) * 72.46 (± 2.21) 71.04 (± 3.50) 71.45 (± 1.91)
CosmosQA 71.79 (± 1.55) 71.45 (± 3.02) 72.60 (± 1.85) 73.12 (± 2.15)
SQuAD 72.02 (± 1.88) 72.60 (± 2.07) 71.47 (± 3.24) 72.08 (± 2.25)
QQP 72.49 (± 2.79) 71.85 (± 2.98) 76.10 (± 1.26) * 71.30 (± 2.19)
N/A (Baseline) 71.07 (± 2.60)

any target task’s performance on CR cases.
We show a pronoun error analysis in Appendix E

to better understand the ALSC-CR improvements.

3.3 Evaluating Coreference Ability

Performing well on ALSC-CR requires strong CR
ability, as CR associates the aspect with its senti-
ment. To verify that the improvement in Section 3.2
is attributable to the ALSC model’s improved CR
ability, we estimate the CR ability by evaluating
on DPR. Since we have an ALSC model for each
random seed used for training (Section 3.2), we run
DPR evaluation on the ALSC random seed model
with the highest ALSC-CR val set performance.

DPR involves predicting the antecedent of a
given pronoun. This is precisely the ability re-
quired for good performance on ALSC-CR (which
contains only definite pronoun cases), making DPR
ideal to measure the CR ability of models. Other
CR datasets like OntoNotes (Hovy et al., 2006),
Winograd Schema Challenge (WSC) (Levesque
et al., 2012) and WinoGrande (Sakaguchi et al.,
2021) are not as suitable as DPR because DPR
only focuses on definite pronouns, which is the
ability we are interested in. Similarly, DPR is also
the only CR dataset suitable for auxiliary training,
but the size makes this infeasible as discussed in
Section 3.2.

We use a DPR variant for generative models
where input is of the form: "Humans were afraid
of robots as *they* were strong.", and the objective
is to predict what the highlighted pronoun (*they*)
is referring to (Raffel et al., 2019).

Evaluating ALSC models on DPR (Table 5) con-
firms that the ALSC-CR performance gains may be
attributable to the improved CR ability of the model
due to auxiliary fine-tuning. Experiments show that
Commongen and QQP fine-tuned models show a
drastically improved (and statistically significant)
CR ability of up to ~16%. This explains their im-
proved ALSC-CR performance. Using CosmosQA,
we see a statistically significant ~5% deterioration

in CR ability which does not lead to statistically
significant changes in ALSC-CR performance.

Table 5: CR ability of top performing models (Sec 3.2)
measured using DPR. Statistically significant improve-
ment(*) and deterioration(†) from baseline marked. Best
bolded, 2nd best underlined.

Aux Task Aux Frac. Mean F1 (± Std. Dev)
N/A (Baseline) 0 59.28 (± 8.82)
Commongen 0.1 75.7775.7775.7775.7775.7775.7775.7775.7775.7775.7775.7775.7775.7775.7775.7775.7775.77 (± 1.68)*
CosmosQA 1.0 54.55 (± 7.19)†

SQuAD 0.2 62.91 (± 6.77)
QQP 0.5 76.36 (± 2.16)*

4 Related Work

Prior work notes CR to be important to ABSA and
similar tasks (Kobayashi and Malon, 2022; Atkin-
son and Escudero, 2022). Ding and Liu (2010) use
aspect sentiments for performing CR, demonstrat-
ing a correlation between CR and sentiment classi-
fication. De Clercq and Hoste (2020); De Bruyne
et al. (2022) examine CR for detecting aspects from
related reviews or images, for the reviews lacking
explicit aspects. Instead, we consider an LLM’s
intra-sentence CR ability, considering only reviews
with explicit aspects as having an aspect is criti-
cal to ALSC. Mai and Zhang (2020) use CR in
aspect extraction, but only for identifying dupli-
cate references among proposed aspects. Vargh-
ese and Jayasree (2013) use CR to solve their de-
pendency parser’s inability to correctly associate
opinion words with pronouns. In our work, we con-
sider the CR problem in end-to-end state-of-the-art
ALSC LLM models. Chen et al. (2020) improve
BERT LLM’s CR ability for opinion-mining, using
a method relying on external knowledge bases.

5 Conclusion

Since real-world reviews vary widely, we need
ALSC models which can handle various kinds of
reviews, including those requiring CR. Although
LLMs generally perform well on ALSC, our ex-
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periments provide evidence that LLMs can have
poor performance on ALSC reviews requiring CR
ability. We show that this problem can be alleviated
by fine-tuning with certain auxiliary tasks before
fine-tuning on the target tasks. Our framework for
evaluating and improving an LLM’s performance
on CR cases can be applied for other tasks as well.
Such a framework is critical for developing any
model deployed in the real world. In the future,
we will explore if auxiliary training can reduce the
target task training that is needed for CR cases.

Limitations

• Even though we have successfully demon-
strated a framework to handle CR-containing
reviews by using auxiliary fine-tuning, we
have not found which auxiliary tasks to defini-
tively use for target tasks other than ALSC.
The auxiliary task must be found using the
framework proposed in our work.

• Our test set is composed of ~350 manually
identified examples are guaranteed to require
CR ability. However, it is common for ALSC
datasets to be small. The bench-marking
datasets Twitter, Lap14, Rest16 and Rest15
all have ~500-600 aspects for analysis (Zhang
et al., 2019) which is close to our dataset. To
reduce the variability due to a relatively small
test set, we use multiple random seeds for ro-
bustness (Clark et al., 2020).

Due to the specific problem we are targeting,
it is difficult to create more examples than
this using existing sources. During qualita-
tive analysis, we had considered many ALSC
datasets (SemEval datasets, Twitter, MAMS)
but found that the CR problem was most pro-
nounced in the restaurant domain (Rest16,
MAMS). Example: laptop reviews rarely use
explicit aspects (Pontiki et al., 2014), leading
to few CR cases in Lap14 dataset.

• Ours is the first work to demonstrate this CR
problem in language models, thus there are
few benchmarks against which we can com-
pare our solution.

• We use the T5-large LLM for our experiments
which requires a significant amount of compu-
tational resources for training. This leads to a
high cost both financially and environmentally
(Strubell et al., 2019).
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A Hyperparameters

Learning rates for both auxiliary fine-tuning and
ALSC training steps are picked from {5e− 4, 1e−
4, 5e−5} and {1e−3, 5e−4, 1e−4} respectively,
after running for three random seeds and selecting
the rates giving max F1 score for their respective
validation dataset. For auxiliary fine-tuning, the
learning rates for all auxiliary tasks were found to
be 1e− 4, except for SQuAD with Aux Fraction as
1.0 for which we found learning rate as 5e− 5. For
ALSC target task training, the learning rate was
found to be 5e− 4 in all cases except when using
Commongen task for fine tuning with Aux Fraction
as 0.1 for which we found learning rate as 1e− 4.

Batch size for training is taken as 16 to maxi-
mize GPU utilization. We train for 30 epochs to
allow for convergence, while using an early stop-
ping mechanism.

B Model Details

For our LLM, we use the T5-large implementation
on Huggingface.3

C Dataset Cleanup

Following existing work (Tang et al., 2016; Tian
et al., 2021) we disregard reviews with no aspects,
and also the aspects labeled as having "conflict"
sentiment polarity to prevent a class imbalance
problem due to low count of "conflict" class.

D Dataset Details

Here we present some more details of the ALSC-
CR dataset. The aspect polarity distribution is pre-
sented in Table 6. Note that it is possible to have
multiple pronouns in each of the CR cases.

The sentiment distribution of ALSC-CR test set
is shown in Table 7.

For constructing ALSC-CR, we use standard
ALSC datasets (MAMS and Rest16). MAMS’s
original train set along with data from Rest16 train
set is used for training. For validation, we use the
original validation sets from MAMS and Rest16,
in addition to Pronoun cases from MAMS test and
Rest16. The composition of the validation dataset
is such that we use minimal Pronoun cases for vali-
dation while having sufficient CR cases for testing.
Details of the composition of ALSC-CR are shown
in Table 9.

3https://huggingface.co/t5-large
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Table 6: Sentiment polarity distribution in ALSC-CR
dataset

Partition Polarity
Positive Negative Neutral

Train 4,279 3,065 5,090
Validation 337 222 330
Test 178 122 46

Table 7: Pronoun distribution in ALSC-CR test set,
which has only CR cases

Pronoun Count
it 132
which 59
they 54
he 24
who 19
she 17
their 14
them 12
its 10
his 10
there 10
him 5
her 5
hers 0

E Error Analysis by Pronoun

We analyze the errors and improvements seen for
individual pronouns (in reviews) when ALSC-CR
is evaluated with different ALSC models. Since a
few pronouns have very low counts as per Table 7,
we only analyze the ones which have count greater
than 15.

For all pronouns analyzed, we find improve-
ments in prediction accuracy for the models fine-
tuned with auxiliary tasks, compared to the baseline
model which has no auxiliary fine-tuning. Results
are shown in Table 8.

F Training Prompts

We present the training prompts used in Table 10.

G Visualising Auxiliary Training Results

In Figure 1, we visually show the performance
of auxiliary trained models on ALSC-CR (same
results as Table 4). We can see that there is little
correlation between the auxiliary dataset fraction
and the mean F1 performance, making it necessary
to explore various fraction settings.

H Training Details

For fine tuning the T5-large model, we use 1
NVIDIA V100 GPU, 6 CPU cores with 4 GB mem-

Table 8: Error Analysis of ALSC models by pronoun
distribution. Model Accuracy% presented by Pronoun.
Highest scores bolded. 2nd highest underlined. Pro-
nouns with count less than 15 (as per Table 7) are not
analyzed.

Pronoun Baseline Commongen 0.1 QQP 0.5
it 65.91 68.18 71.21
which 74.58 83.05 77.97
they 72.22 79.63 77.78
he 70.83 75.0 70.83
who 84.21 94.74 94.74
she 88.24 94.12 88.24
their 64.29 78.57 78.57
them 75.0 75.0 75.0
its 80.0 70.0 90.0
his 100.0 100.0 100.0
there 60.0 70.0 60.0
him 60.0 60.0 60.0
her 100.0 100.0 80.0
hers N/A N/A N/A

Figure 1: Performance of ALSC models with aux train-
ing on ALSC-CR dataset.
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Table 9: Detailed ALSC-CR dataset composition.

Partition Size Composition
Train 12,434 MAMS Train (#count = 11,186) + Rest16 Train (Non Pronoun) (#count = 1,248)

Val 889 15% of (MAMS Test (Pronoun) + Rest16 Train/Val/Test (Pronoun)) + 50% of (MAMS Val +
Rest Val (Non Pronoun)) [Here, MAMS #count = 746, Rest16 #count = 143]

Test 346 MAMS Test (CR) (#count = 124) + Rest16 Train/Val/Test (CR cases) (#count = 222)

Table 10: Details of T5 training prompts used for auxiliary and target tasks.

Task Training Prompt
ALSC-CR get sentiment: [sentence, aspect]
ALSC-Regular get sentiment: [sentence, aspect]
DPR Get antecedent: [sentence]
Commongen generate a sentence with: [concepts]
CosmosQA question: [question] answer_0: [ans_0] answer_1: [ans_1] answer_2: [ans_2] answer_3: [ans_3] context: [context]
SQuAD question: [question] context: [context]
QQP qqp question1: [question_1] question2: [question_2]
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Abstract

To date, cognitive models of pronoun resolution
have primarily focused on how fairly shallow
discourse-level and lexical cues yield the ap-
propriate interpretation, despite classic work
in computational linguistics emphasizing the
importance of situation-specific pragmatic rea-
soning. We explore the latter in two studies of
human judgments, which highlight the striking
robustness of these pragmatic processes.

1 Introduction

Models of pronoun resolution are typically built
around comparatively “shallow” heuristics such as
discourse-level cues (e.g., first-mention cues, focus
tracking, “Centering” (Grosz et al., 1995)) and lex-
ical cues derived from semantic aspects of the verb
(e.g., so-called “implicit causality”). These cues
are readily implemented in both small- and large-
scale models and have been pursued with the hope
that these models would achieve high accuracy
without the need to incorporate rich knowledge
postulates and pragmatic reasoning. Work in psy-
cholinguistics has reflected this same focus, with
the majority of studies exploring how discourse-
level and lexical cues guide human intuitions about
referent identity (Kaiser and Fedele, 2019). This
work has often concluded that discourse/lexical
cues provide a kind of rapid default interpreta-
tion, as reflected by statistical tendencies in hu-
man judgments. Interestingly, this shared approach
fails to capture many important insights from clas-
sic work in computational linguistics, which high-
lighted how situation-specific pragmatic reasoning
is essential for resolving pronouns in many circum-
stances (e.g., Winograd, 1972; Hobbs, 1979; Hobbs
et al., 1993). Given that cases involving situational
reasoning are often described as challenging for
computational models (e.g., Levesque et al., 2012;
Sakaguchi et al., 2021), and are often incompati-
ble with the solution yielded by default bias, it is

possible that they are also difficult for humans to
interpret. This would be reflected in less robust
judgments compared to cases where pragmatic in-
ferencing is not necessary for accurate identifica-
tion of the intended referent. However, consider the
following example from Jones and Bergen (2021):

(1) a. When the vase fell on the rock, it broke.
b. When the rock fell on the vase, it broke.

A resolution account based on shallow cues would
predict that the pronoun it should resolve to the
subject antecedent in both (1a-b). However, Jones
and Bergen found that human readers judge the
object-position antecedent (vase) in (1b) as the in-
tended referent 95% of the time (e.g., despite that
antecedent’s status as the second-mentioned and
therefore less “focal/centered” entity). This finding
highlights how readers draw on world knowledge
– something that continues to be difficult to inte-
grate into current models of anaphora resolution
(Richard-Bollans et al., 2018).

The present study extends the psycholinguistic
work on inference in pronoun resolution by ex-
ploring how another form of world knowledge,
namely mentalizing and perspective-taking about
story characters, guides human pronoun resolution.
This line of work provides challenging test cases
for state-of-the-art computational models of coref-
erence resolution in English.

2 Experiment 1: Subject Pronoun
judgment Task

The first experiment (54 adult participants,
Mage=34.54 years, SDage=12.8, recruited from
Prolific [www.prolific.com]; 24 critical trials) fo-
cused on subject-position pronouns using short sen-
tences like in (2):

(2) a. Madeline told Anna that she remembers
when the lecture starts.
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b. Madeline asked Anna if she remembers
when the lecture starts.

We predicted that a character telling an interlocu-
tor about the information expressed in the subor-
dinate clause should lead readers to interpret the
pronoun as coreferring with the main-clause sub-
ject, whereas asking should entail main-clause ob-
ject selections. This is because (in relation to the
examples in (2)) we do not normally tell people
what they remember (conversational contributions
should be informative, cf. Grice, 1975), and we do
not normally ask people what we ourselves remem-
ber (e.g., Brown-Schmidt et al., 2008).

The results overwhelmingly supported these pre-
dictions: Participants chose the “perspectivally con-
gruent” antecedent 99.8% of the time. The ro-
bustness of this judgment is striking relative to the
strength of the patterns observed in computational
and psycholinguistic studies exploring the effec-
tiveness of superficial discourse/lexical cues (e.g.,
Tetreault, 2001; Kehler and Rohde, 2013). Further,
there was no order-of-mention bias (which would
predict more pronounced effects for tell, where the
antecedent is the first-mentioned character). Specif-
ically, readers picked the subject antecedent 99.7%
of the time in the tell sentences and the object an-
tecedent 99.8% of the time in the ask sentences.
This illustrates that the pragmatic reasoning in ques-
tion completely overrules the influence of canon-
ical discourse effects related to order-of-mention,
which is the pattern otherwise predicted in Center-
ing and most other focus-based models.

3 Experiment 2: Object Pronoun
judgment Task

To ensure the patterns are not due to readers draw-
ing on statistical patterns regarding how arguments
in a clause containing tell or ask are linked to a sub-
sequent subject pronoun, we conducted the same
experiment with object pronouns.

The experiment (54 adult participants,
Mage=33.83 years, SDage=13.43, recruited from
Prolific [www.prolific.com]; 24 critical trials)
was the same as Experiment 1, except that we now
used sentences with object-position pronouns as in
(3):

(3) a. Nina told Mary that modern art interests
her more than classics.

b. Nina asked Mary if modern art interests
her more than classics.

The results reflected the same reasoning-driven pat-
terns as in Experiment 1, with the perspectivally-
congruent antecedent selected 99.4% of the time
(99% subject antecedent selection in tell sentences,
and 99.7% object antecedent selection in ask sen-
tences). The ask case result again demonstrates the
apparent dominance of pragmatic reasoning over
discourse- and structural-based cues in pronoun
resolution.

4 Discussion

The judgment tasks showed extremely robust ef-
fects of perspectival inference on pronoun interpre-
tation, suggesting that discourse biases are com-
pletely overruled by pragmatic reasoning, con-
sistent with the findings from Jones and Bergen
(2021). However, an alternative explanation that
might be compatible with minimal use of world
knowledge and pragmatic reasoning is that readers
are drawing on stored “constructions” of some kind
(Goldberg, 1995), as illustrated in (4) and (5):

(4) NP1 told NP2 [that] ... PRONOUN1 ...

(5) NP1 asked NP2 [if] ... PRONOUN2 ...

However, when we begin extending our consider-
ation of these “perspective” discourses further, it
becomes apparent that changes to other aspects of
the sentences can strongly shift intuitions:

(6) a. Jane, who noticed it was 12:30 PM, was
walking with her good friend Hana.

b. Jane, who is unfamiliar with Japanese cur-
rency, was talking to her tour guide, Hana.

c. Jane asked Hana if she had enough cash
to buy a sandwich.

(7) a. Susan asked Molly if she likes pie.
b. Little Sue asked her mom if she likes pie.

(8) Max told Gerald that he had lint on the
back of his coat.

Our preliminary work shows that when readers are
shown either (6a) or (6b) and then prompted for
judgments about whom the pronoun she refers to
in (6c), readers shift from choosing the subject an-
tecedent 12.5% of the time in (6a) to 100% of the
time in (6b), suggesting the context provided in (6b)
overrides typical ask selections by encouraging
a different understanding of which character pos-
sesses the relevant knowledge (epistemic author-
ity) for the question under discussion. Similarly,
although (7a-b) share the same structure and predi-
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cates, the understood antecedents clearly shift. The
pronoun in sentence (7a) should again follow the
pattern we found with our ask materials, however,
(7b) suggests that Little Sue, who is presumably a
child, can be asking her mom whether she herself
likes to eat pie. Finally, (8) seems to demonstrate
the opposite pattern of our tell materials, where the
pronoun intuitively corefers with Gerald, the object
antecedent of the sentence, as this character would
be most likely to possess the knowledge in question.
Given these examples, which all reflect intelligent
perspective reasoning, it is unlikely that reliance
on some abstract form of verb-specific frames un-
derlies the observed patterns in the experiments
reported above.

In summary, the findings highlight the cost of
not including world knowledge and reasoning (cf.
Grice, 1975) into current models of pronoun reso-
lution and also underscore the benefit of expand-
ing the standard stock of test cases when creating
performance benchmarks for automated systems
(Byron, 2003; Webster et al., 2018). We are cur-
rently assessing human judgments for cases like (6)
and (7) to further test the importance of perspective
cues and substantiate the account advanced above
that readers’ selection patterns are a result of intel-
ligent reasoning and world knowledge rather than
a reliance on shallow cues like sentence frames.
We hope our work will inform the design of future
benchmarks and computational models of anaphora
resolution.

Limitations

A limitation of our work is that we only tested a
narrow range of experimenter-constructed materi-
als. Future work should extend this analysis to a
wider range of materials, including similar cases
found in naturalistic corpora.

Further, this work could be extended to
languages beyond English that have different
anaphoric patterns, such as the occurrence of zero
pronouns in Japanese.
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Abstract

Successfully handling context is essential for
any dialog understanding task. This context
maybe be conversational (relying on previous
user queries or system responses), visual (re-
lying on what the user sees, for example, on
their screen), or background (based on signals
such as a ringing alarm or playing music). In
this work, we present an overview of MARRS,
or Multimodal Reference Resolution System,
an on-device framework within a Natural Lan-
guage Understanding system, responsible for
handling conversational, visual and background
context. In particular, we present different ma-
chine learning models to enable handing con-
textual queries; specifically, one to enable refer-
ence resolution, and one to handle context via
query rewriting. We also describe how these
models complement each other to form a uni-
fied, coherent, lightweight system that can un-
derstand context while preserving user privacy.

1 Introduction

Fast-paced advancements across modalities have
presented exciting opportunities and daunting chal-
lenges for dialogue agents. The ability to seam-
lessly integrate and interpret different types of infor-
mation is crucial to achieve human-like understand-
ing. One fundamental aspect of dialogue agents,
therefore, is their ability to understand references to
context, which is essential to enable them carry out
coherent conversations. Traditional reference reso-
lution systems (Yang et al., 2019) are not sufficient
for multiple modalities in a dialogue agent.

In this work, we introduce MultimodAl Refer-
ence Resolution System (MARRS), targeted to un-
derstand and resolve diverse context understanding
use cases. MARRS leverages multiple types of
context to understand a request, while completely
running on-device, keeping memory and privacy as
key design factors. The key objective of MARRS

∗Authors listed in alphabetical order

Figure 1: An example of Conversational Entity Resolu-
tion. All coffee shop names shown are author-created.

is two-fold: first, to track and maintain coherence
during multiple turns of a conversation, and sec-
ond, to leverage visual context to enhance context
understanding. It thus aims to provide a centralized
domain agnostic solution to diverse discourse and
referencing tasks including, but not limited to1:

Anaphora Resolution

User: What is Ohio's capital?
Agent: Columbus is the capital of Ohio.
User: How far away is it?

Ellipsis Resolution

User: What is the currency of France?
Agent: The Euro is the currency of France.
User: What about United States?

Screen Entity Resolution

User: Share this number with John.

Conversational Entity Resolution Note that
here, the entity may be a part of the interaction
without being explicitly mentioned.

User: Show me pharmacies near me.

1Examples shown are author-created queries based on
anonymized and randomly sampled virtual assistant logs.
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Agent: Here are some near you: <list>
User: Call the second one

Background Entity Resolution

*alarm starts ringing*
User: Switch it off

Correction by Repetition

User: What is the population of Australia
Agent: The population of Australia is ...
User: I meant Austria

MARRS consumes the transcribed request, and
as a part of the language understanding block, aims
to allow for fluent conversations spanning multiple
modalities. It takes screen entities, conversation
history, and other contextual entities as input along-
side the latest transcribed request; and outputs a
context independent rewritten request as well as
spans that link references to entities. In some cases,
like conversational referencing above, a span with
entity id may be preferred by downstream compo-
nents, while a rewritten query may be preferred in
ellipsis resolution for transparent low-effort adop-
tion downstream. Central to the success of MARRS
are its two components: the query rewriter and the
reference resolver (comprising, in turn, of the men-
tion detector and the mention resolver). The query
rewriter aims to rewrite a user query to make it con-
text independent, thereby making it self-contained.
The mention detector and resolver on the other
hand aim to generate reference spans.

In this paper, we delve into the system design
of MARRS, its components, the reasoning behind
them and how they integrate together for efficient
context understanding. Note that while we find our
system highly efficient and performant, detailed
benchmarks and results are outside the scope of
this paper. We believe this work will foster an un-
derstanding of multimodal context understanding
systems and pave the way for more sophisticated
and contextually-aware agents.

2 System Design

The context carryover problem is usually tackled
with coreference resolution (Ng and Cardie, 2002).
Traditional coreference resolution systems often
identify mentions and link the mention to entities
in the previous context (Lee et al., 2017). Another
approach to address the problem is to rewrite the
user request into a version which can be executed
in a context independent way (Nguyen et al., 2021;

Quan et al., 2019; Yu et al., 2020; Tseng et al.,
2021). There are pros and cons for each of the two
approaches.

On one hand, coreference resolution provides
spans with entities, which downstream systems can
consume. This removes the need to perform entity
linking again, which may add latency and/or errors,
and also supports references to complex entities
(like calendar events) where rewriting to a natural
language query could be hard. On the other hand,
the rewrite approach can handle not only the coref-
erence resolution problem, but also other discourse
phenomena such as intent carryover, corrections
and disfluencies. Further, a coreference resolution
system generates spans that need to be adopted by
downstream systems, while a rewriting system re-
formulates the query itself, requiring no explicit
adoption. In MARRS, we generate both reference
spans and and query rewrites in order to take ad-
vantage of both approaches. See Figure 2 for the
design of MARRS.

There have been multiple prior works as shown
in Table 1, trying to solve different aspects of ref-
erence resolution. A real-world dialogue system,
however, requires the ability to simultaneous han-
dle all of these aspects. In the MARRS system
we do this using 2 major components, the Query
Rewriter and the Reference Resolution System.
The query rewrite component rewrites the current
utterance with previous context, solving problems
like anaphora and ellipses. Our reference resolution
(or MDMR) component takes in contextual and
screen entities and decorates the current utterance
with entity information. This helps solve use cases
related to screen, background and conversational
references. Note that both the Query Rewriter and
the Reference Resolution System are independent
of each other; consequently, for efficency, they can
be run in parallel. Overall, this system consumes
dialog context, the current utterance, and entities as
input, and produces a rewritten utterance and refer-
ence spans as output. Furthermore, the system has
been designed to run on the (relatively low-power)
device to preserve the privacy of the users.

Within our coreference resolution system, our
system runs on all user queries, since we do not
know a priori if a user query requires resolution.
Consequently, while end-to-end approaches have
been proposed (Lee et al., 2017), we find it ex-
tremely beneficial for system performance to have
a 2-stage pipeline: a light-weight Mention Detec-
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Previous work on
Reference Resolu-
tion

Anaphora Ellipses
Correction
by Repeti-
tion

Screen
Entity Reso-
lution

Conversational
Entity Resolu-
tion

Bohnet et al. (2023) ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Bhargava et al.
(2023)

✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗

Nguyen et al. (2021) ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗

Tseng et al. (2021) ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

Table 1: Comparison of previous work on reference resolution covering various use cases

Figure 2: High level diagram show-casing how MARRS
models interface with each other

tor (MD), followed by a more expensive Mention
Resolver (MR) which is only run if MD detects a
mention. We discuss each component in the fol-
lowing sections and detailed model architectures
are provided in Section A.1.

2.1 Mention Detector

The Mention Detector (MD) identifies sub-strings
in the user utterance that can be grounded to one
or more contextual entity. These are also known as
referring expressions or mentions. Some examples
of referring expressions are:

How big is [this house]
Where does [he] live

2.1.1 Model-based MD
This predicts which sequences of tokens (spans)
need to be resolved to an entity. The model takes
in token embeddings and enumerates all spans con-
sisting of start and end token indices. For each
span, the first and last token embeddings are con-
catenated and fed into a feed forward network that
performs binary classification. We opt for this ap-
proach instead of an LSTM or self-attention based
sequence tagger because using a classifier that clas-
sifies all spans allows the model the flexibility to

identify multiple (possibly overlapping) mentions,
while also allowing all spans to be classified inde-
pendently in parallel (as opposed to sequentially or
auto-regressively). Our approach is very similar to
that of Lee et al. (2017), except that we empirically
observe very little impact by removing the self-
attention layer in their mention detector (primarily
because our coreference dependencies tend to be
much shorter than theirs), while observing very
large improvements in both latency and memory.
The model architecture is shown in A.1 Figure 3.

2.1.2 Rule-based MD
While the model detects referring expressions
(which often include marker words like "this" and
"that"), there are cases when the user refers to a
contextual entity by name only (omitting the re-
ferring expression). In a user request like “Call
customer support”, “customer support” might refer
to a support number on the user’s screen. To keep
the model light-weight, MD model does not con-
sume entities; consequently, it is unable to detect
that "customer support" is a referring expression.
The Rule-based MD component bridges this gap
by matching the gathered contextual entities to the
utterance through smart string matching. If a con-
textual entity is found in the utterance, this sub-
component outputs the span and the corresponding
entity as a potential reference.

2.2 Mention Resolver

The Mention Resolver (MR) resolves references
in user queries to contextual entities like phone
numbers and email addresses. As with the overall
system, the focus is on a low memory footprint and
reusing the existing components in the pipeline.
MR operates on the text and location of screen
or conversational entities recognized by upstream
component and the metadata of the background en-
tities. It consumes the possible mentions identified
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by MD and matches each mention to zero, one or
more entities, providing a relevance score for each.
It includes a mixture of a rule-based system and a
machine learned model. The rule-based system is
high precision and extremely fast. Consequently, if
it outputs a resolution, the model is not run, which
yields a substantial latency reduction.

2.2.1 Rule-based MR
Rule-based MR utilizes a set of pre-defined rules
and keywords to match references to the correct
category, location and text. For example, references
like ordinals are matched with regex patterns sorted
by the longest match; likewise, music and movie
entities can be matched by relying on the presence
of verbs like ‘play’.

2.2.2 Model-based MR
We also design a modular reference resolution
model, inspired by Yu et al. (2018). This is trained
to score how well an entity matches with the
detected mention. The entities for which score
crosses a threshold are then predicted. The model
contains 3 modules: 1. the category module, which
matches the mention with the entity’s category; 2.
the location module, which matches the mention
with the entity’s location; 3. the text module, which
matches the mention with the text within entities,
like screen texts and alarm names. Weights are
computed using the request tokens to determine
the aggregation of the the three module scores. We
refer interested readers to Bhargava et al. (2023)
for a more in-depth understanding of the model; we
show the model architecture in Appendix Figure 4.

Screen-based The entities on screen are the can-
didate referents here. Each entity has a category
like phone number and address, a bounding box
representing its location on the screen and associ-
ated text values. Each of the three modules thus
receive input for screen entities, and play a key role
in understanding diverse references.

Conversational Here, a user’s previous conver-
sational interaction and the VA’s responses are con-
sidered as referents. In such cases, descriptive ref-
erences made by a user, such as when referring to
addresses (Eg: "Show me coffee shops near me"
-> "Call the one on Homestead Road") are to be
handled by the text module. The location module is
critical in resolving ordinal and spatial references
(Eg: "Show me coffee shops near me" -> "Call the
bottom one" or "Call the last one").

Background In this case, entities relevant to
background tasks are potential referents. These
tasks may include user-initiated tasks, such as mu-
sic that’s playing in the background, or system-
triggered tasks, such as a ringing alarm or a new
notification. The category module is particularly
important here, since a user’s references tend to be
related to the type of the referent (Eg: “pause it”
likely refers to music or a movie, while “stop that”
could also refer to an alarm or a timer).

2.3 Query Rewriter

The Query Rewriter (QR) is the component that
rewrites the last user utterance in a conversation be-
tween the user and the VA into a context-free utter-
ance such that it can be fully interpreted and under-
stood without the dialog context. Three use cases
mentioned in Section 1 can be tackled through
rewriting: Anaphora, Ellipses, and Corrections
by Repetition. The output rewritten utterance is
provided as an alternative to downstream compo-
nents together with the original utterance, to pro-
vide them with the flexibility of choice.

Again, for the sake of latency and privacy, the
QR model is run on device along with MD and
MR. Unlike the more complex components in MD
and MR, QR is merely an LSTM-based seq2seq
model with a copy mechanism (Gu et al., 2016). It
takes as input both conversational context (i.e., a
sequence of interactions) and the last user query,
and generates the rewritten utterance. On top of
the encoder, there is a classifier that consumes the
input embeddings and predicts the type of use case
(‘Anaphora and Ellipsis‘, ‘Correction by Repeti-
tion‘ or ‘None‘). ‘None‘ means no rewriting is
required, in which case, to further reduce latency,
no decoder inference needs to be run, and the mod-
ule can simply pass-through the input utterance as
the output. This classification signal is also sent
as part of the output to downstream systems for
their use. The model architecture can be referred
to Figure 5 in Appendix.

3 Datasets

Since the system handles varied kinds of references,
different datasets are used for training the different
components. We briefly describe here the datasets
used by the system.

For Screen Entity Resolution, we collect re-
quests referring to entities on screens by showing
screenshots containing entities to annotators. One
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entity is highlighted as the target entity. Annotators
are asked to provide requests that refer uniquely to
the marked entity. The collected requests are sent
through another round of annotation for getting the
mentions, in order to train MD. Interested readers
can refer to Bhargava et al. (2023) for more details
on the data collection. The requests and mentions
collected alongside the entities are used to train the
model-based MD and MR, as well as to evaluate
the overall system.

For Conversational Entity Resolution, we show
annotators a list of entities similar to the Agent turn
in Figure 1. These lists are synthetically generated
based on the domain. Annotators are asked to pro-
vide a request referring to any one entity in the
list (similar to the second User turn in Figure 1),
along with the the mention (to train MD) and the
list index of the entity being referred (to train MR).

For Entity Resolution, we additionally have a
synthetic data pipeline. Requests are generated
through templates like ‘play [this]’ or ‘share [that
address] with John’, with the marked mention used
to train MD. A synthetic list of targeted entities is
part of the templates, and synthetic negative entities
are added while training MR.

For Query Rewriting, we use mined data from
the anonymized opt-in usage data. We first iden-
tify the opportunities where user experience can be
significantly improved if the desired features are
enabled. In particular, for the use case of anaphora
and ellipsis, we identify user queries discussing
the same entity in two consecutive turns without
the use of any referring expressions (context-free
query). We then ask annotators to simplify these
complex queries to provide queries in a more natu-
ral way (context-dependent query). For the use case
of correction by repetition, we recognize queries
where the user tapped on the transcribed prompt to
edit the query into something else. The resulting ut-
terance serves as a complete context-free query. We
then prepend the edit parts with common prefixes
such as ‘I said’ to synthesize the context-dependent
query. By doing so, we simulate the pair of orig-
inal queries and their rewrites for the two desired
features. More detailed statistics and examples of
both use cases are shown in Appendix A.2 and A.3.

4 Experimental Results

4.1 Metrics

We compute a bag of words token level F1 metric
on the subset of tokens that are present in the target

Model Dataset/Task F1 EM

QR
AER 91.44 87.83
CbR 88.12 71.44

MDMR
Screen 83.39 80.8
Conversational 89.85 91.50
Synthetic 97.56 96.90

Table 2: Experimental results for QR and MDMR. Here,
the Synthetic MDMR dataset tests performance of both
Conversational and Background Entity Resolution use-
cases.

rewrite, but not in the corresponding context depen-
dent query. This metric reflects the model’s ability
to carry over tokens from previous context. We
also calculate an exact string match accuracy (EM)
between the model prediction and the target rewrite
as a more strict comparison. Metrics for anaphora
and ellipsis resolution (AER) and correction by
repetition (CbR) are measured separately.

For reference resolution, metrics are computed
by comparing the true target entities with the pre-
dicted entities (for which scores cross the thresh-
old). Similar to above, we report F1 and exact
match metrics. Here, exact match is 1 if the pre-
dicted entities over all predicted references exactly
match the true target entities, and is 0 if any addi-
tional or missing predicted entities exist.

4.2 Performance
We present an overview of our system performance
as measured on the datasets described in Section 3
in Table 2, with additional results in Appendix A.4.
We find that our models afford excellent perfor-
mance despite being extremely small, lightweight
enough with respect to both model size and run-
time inference latency to potentially deploy them
to a low-power device. In particular, the reported
results use a QR model with just 4.5M parameters
with 1-layer 128-dim LSTMs as encoder and de-
coder; the MD and MR models are even lighter,
with just 116k and 196k parameters respectively.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we propose and provide a system-
level overview of MARRS, a low memory system
that combines multiple models to solve context
understanding. Our design choices offer an inter-
pretable and agile system. This system can improve
user experience in a multi-turn dialogue agent in
a fast, efficient, on-device and privacy-preserved
manner.
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A Appendix

A.1 Detailed Model Architectures
This section provides the model architectures of
MD (Figure 3), MR (Figure 4) and QR (Figure 5)
adopted in the MARRS system.

What Is That animal 

FF FF FF

Mention Score

Feed Forward Layer

Span Head

Span Representation

Bi-Directional 
Transformer (BERT)

What is is that that animal

Figure 3: MD model overview

Figure 4: MR model overview

Figure 5: QR model overview

A.2 Data Statistics

Here, we present more detailed statistics around
our datasets. In particular, we present the sizes of
each dataset: we show how much data was used
from each set for training, validation and testing.
We present these numbers in Table 3.

Model Dataset/Task Train Val Test

MDMR
Screen 7.3k 0.7k 1.9k
Conversational 2.3k 0.4k 1.2k
Synthetic 3.9k 0.5k 1.1k

QR
AER 300.3k 37.3k 37.2k
CbR 317.5k 39.7k 39.7k

Table 3: Dataset sizes used for the MDMR and QR
models.

A.3 Data Collection

This section provides an example of anaphora, ellip-
sis and correction by repetition of our data mining
methods, as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Illustration of data collection process for
Anaphora, Ellipses and Correction by Repetition. Ex-
amples shown are author-created examples based on
anonymized and randomly sampled virtual assistant
logs. In both examples, utterances in green are improve-
ment opportunities found in real-world usage, utterances
in yellow are either annotated or synthetically generated.
During data collection phase, we follow the solid lines.
During model training, we follow the dotted lines.

A.4 Results

In this section, we present a deep dive of the results
shown in Section 4.1. In particular, we present de-
tailed precision, recall and F1 numbers for our QR,
MD and MR models, as well as our joint MDMR
performance. Note that in the case of QR, follow-
ing Quan et al. (2019), we measure the F1 score
by comparing generated rewrites and references
for only the rewritten part of user utterances. This
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Model Dataset/Task P R F1

MD
Screen 89.66 95.74 92.60
Conversational 85.30 92.60 88.80
Synthetic 99.00 99.70 99.30

MR
Screen 87.99 85.87 86.92
Conversational 85.62 96.91 90.92
Synthetic 98.09 97.53 97.81

MDMR
Screen 86.85 80.20 83.39
Conversational 84.70 95.66 89.85
Synthetic 97.92 97.21 97.56

QR
AER 92.48 90.42 91.44
CbR 93.31 83.48 88.12

Table 4: Precision, recall and F1 scores for the MD, MR
and QR models.

highlights the model’s ability to carry over essen-
tial information through rewriting. In case of MR,
we consider the ground truth mentions and com-
pute the metrics by comparing the predicted entities
with the true target entities. For MDMR, we use the
predicted mentioned from MD to run MR, and then
compute metrics by comparing all the predicted
entities with the true entities.
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Abstract

Adult content detection still poses a great chal-
lenge for automation. Existing classifiers pri-
marily focus on distinguishing between erotic
and non-erotic texts. However, they often need
more nuance in assessing the potential harm.
Unfortunately, the content of this nature falls
beyond the reach of generative models due to
its potentially harmful nature. Ethical restric-
tions prohibit large language models (LLMs)
from analyzing and classifying harmful erotics,
let alone generating them to create synthetic
datasets for other neural models. In such in-
stances where data is scarce and challenging, a
thorough analysis of the structure of such texts
rather than a large model may offer a viable
solution. Especially given that harmful erotic
narratives, despite appearing similar to harm-
less ones, usually reveal their harmful nature
first through contextual information hidden in
the non-sexual parts of the narrative.

This paper introduces a hybrid neural and
rule-based context-aware system that leverages
coreference resolution to identify harmful con-
textual cues in erotic content. Collaborating
with professional moderators, we compiled a
dataset and developed a classifier capable of dis-
tinguishing harmful from non-harmful erotic
content. Our hybrid model, tested on Pol-
ish text, demonstrates a promising accuracy
of 84% and a recall of 80%. Models based
on RoBERTa and Longformer without explicit
usage of coreference chains achieved signif-
icantly weaker results, underscoring the im-
portance of coreference resolution in detecting
such nuanced content as harmful erotics. This
approach also offers the potential for enhanced
visual explainability, supporting moderators in
evaluating predictions and taking necessary ac-
tions to address harmful content.

1 Introduction

The identification of harmful content represents a
fundamental application of Natural Language Pro-
cessing (NLP) methods on the internet. Such harm-

ful content encompasses various forms, including
hate speech, offensive material, misinformation,
and graphic content. Among these, harmful erotic
narratives present a particularly sensitive challenge.
However, general adult content detection mod-
els primarily focus on distinguishing between
non-erotic and erotic texts without nuances in
terms of their potential harm. This is particularly
challenging given that the parts describing sexual
encounters often appear quite similar in most narra-
tives. It is the contextual information and addi-
tional details describing the individuals involved
in or subjected to these sexual actions that ulti-
mately reveal their harmful nature.

The sentence "He made love with her" is a com-
mon example of an sexual-related sentence that
falls under adult content classification but is gener-
ally harmless. However, if the model can detect that
elsewhere in the text, at some distance, there is a
hint that the term ’her’ refers to a minor or a sibling,
it can then raise awareness among readers or, even
better, alert moderators to the potentially harmful
nature of the text. And that distant reference,
that subtle hint, is precisely what coreference
resolution is designed for – to comprehend the
semantic chains throughout the narrative.

In collaboration with moderators from an insti-
tution serving as part of a national Incidence Re-
sponse Team, our research identified a gray area
of harmful erotic content that could gain from a
coreference-driven contextual analysis. While not
yet illegal in certain jurisdictions, this content has
the potential to inflict significant harm, particularly
on younger or more vulnerable readers.

In this paper, we propose a hybrid context-aware
system, using neural and rule-based components,
for harmful content detection. It utilizes the coref-
erence module for Polish spaCy model (Tuora and
Kobylinski, 2019) to find interrelations between
potentially hamrful contextual cues and sex-related
parts. While several erotic content classifiers al-
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ready exist, there is a conspicuous absence of
harmful erotic content classifiers, particularly in
languages like Polish. Although our proposed ap-
proach has been tested on Polish text, it can read-
ily adapt to other languages, given the availability
of BERT-based models and coreference resolution
tools for those languages (which is the case for
example for the English language).

The primary challenge in developing such a clas-
sifier is the scarcity of data. As this form of narra-
tive content straddles the line between illegality and
deviance, sourcing and collecting suitable training
data poses a formidable obstacle. Unfortunately,
the content of this nature falls beyond the reach of
generative models due to its potentially harmful na-
ture. Ethical restrictions prohibit large language
models (LLMs) from analyzing and classifying
harmful erotics, let alone generating them to cre-
ate synthetic datasets for other neural models.

In our research, we assembled, together with the
professional moderators, a modest dataset of 164
text samples, meticulously curated and flagged by
them. While this dataset remains insufficient for
training a robust classifier, it has proven adequate
for extracting the harmful contextual features for
the hybrid content classifier.

As a result, we introduce a hybrid model capa-
ble of distinguishing between non-harmful and
harmful erotic content by leveraging both sex-
ual content predictions and contextual cues. Our
experiments, using real-life examples assessed by
professional moderators, demonstrate the promise
of this approach, achieving an accuracy of 84%
and a recall of 80%. Furthermore, the model’s
high potential for explainability, thanks to its hy-
brid coreference-driven architecture, holds great
significance for human moderators. They require
this level of understanding to evaluate each pre-
diction, make informed decisions, and ultimately
classify the text, potentially taking actions such as
removing the content from the web or contacting
the authorities.

2 Related Work

The task of coreference resolution for the Polish
language has been gaining attention for many years
(Ogrodniczuk et al., 2014; Nitoń et al., 2018). In
2022, it was also one the subjects of the Shared
Task at CRAC 2022 (Saputa, 2022a). There are
free coreference tools available – a rule-based and

a statistical resolution tool1. Both utilizing the Pol-
ish Coreference Corpus (Ogrodniczuk et al., 2016).
Applications to which coreference resolution in
Polish has been applied include document summa-
rization (Kopeć, 2019) and information extraction
(Kaczmarek and Marcińczuk, 2015). In the Ger-
man language, it has been used for drama analy-
sis (Pagel and Reiter, 2020), and in English, for
the analysis of medical interviews (Uzuner et al.,
2012).

The issue of gender bias in the Polish language
concerning the detection of coreference chains was
also studied (Zhu et al., 2016; Zhao et al., 2018;
Kocmi et al., 2020)).

As for the detection of harmful content, the harm-
fulness of which becomes evident only in the con-
text of the interrelationships between mentions, has
not been the subject of research so far. This applies
primarily to the Polish language, but also, to the
best of our knowledge, to other languages.

Efforts in the field of automated Child Sexual
Abuse Material (CSAM) detection have predomi-
nantly focused on identifying harmful images and
videos (Lee et al., 2020). The use of actual CSAM
material for model training is constrained by signif-
icant legal and ethical complexities. Consequently,
researchers have explored alternative approaches,
with an emphasis on metadata and filename detec-
tion (Pereira et al., 2021).

While textual CSAM content has garnered rela-
tively less attention, Natural Language Processing
(NLP) methods and stylometric techniques, such
as author profiling, have been adapted for online
child grooming detection (Borj et al., 2023). Emil
Fleron, utilizing a dataset of abuse forum connec-
tions from the 2017 Freedom Hosting 2 dark net
leak, investigated how supervised machine learn-
ing, relying solely on text data, can identify posts
linked to CSAM distribution (Fleron, 2018). Text
mining techniques have also been applied to the
examination of medical documentation related to
child abuse in the Netherlands (Amrit et al., 2017).
In a different context, NLP-based methods have
been employed to detect sexual/erotic content in
user-generated online texts, aimed at filtering out
content inappropriate for minors (Barrientos et al.,
2020).

Recent studies have ventured into sentence-level
pornographic content detection in Chinese and En-

1http://zil.ipipan.waw.pl/
PolishCoreferenceTools
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glish datasets comprising novels and stories (Song
et al., 2021). However, these approaches are pri-
marily designed to identify adult content, often
neglecting the consideration of its harmful or non-
harmful nature, and notably, none of them incorpo-
rate methods using coreference resolution.

In conclusion, the automated detection of harm-
ful erotic narratives requires further development
and investigation, and the incorporation of a
coreference-based method represents a novel con-
tribution to this field.

3 Data Collection and Preprocessing

Our hybrid coreference-driven model for harm-
ful erotic content detection relies on two distinct
datasets to facilitate and evaluate its functioning
in Polish language: a set of sentences describing
sexual encounters, called Sexual Sentences Dataset,
and the collection of actual harmful erotic narra-
tives, called Harmful Erotic Full-Text Dataset.

3.1 Sexual Sentences Dataset

The dataset comprises approximately 28000 sen-
tences tokenized with NLTK library and selected
for binary classification of sexual content with 5865
for class neutral and 22135 for sexual. We inten-
tionally sampled and shuffled these sentences to
obscure any contextual cues between adjacent sen-
tences. This deliberate choice prevents the leakage
of contextual information from one sentence to the
next. For instance, consider the pair of sentences:
"He touched her naked skin in a very intimate way.
He could see that she loved it." When presented
in an unshuffled narrative, the second sentence of-
ten led to false positive label ’sexual’ due to prior
knowledge, although it does not indicate any sex-
ual activity itself. However, by annotating each
sentence individually, such ambiguities were mini-
mized.

Each sentence underwent manual labeling by
three human annotators, final label was assigned as
a result of majority voting. The percentage agree-
ment was 87%. More details regarding annotation
process is presented in the Appendix A.

These sentences were sourced from both non-
professional and professional narratives gathered
from a diverse array of online sources. These
sources included web services specializing in short
stories contributed by various authors, spanning
categories such as "love," "life," "friendship," and
"erotic." We did not perform any additional text

preprocessing.

3.2 Harmful Erotic Full-Text Dataset

The second dataset served for the main task of the
general detection of harmful erotic narratives, and
has been split into training, test and validation set.
The first one – encompassing 308 samples, has
been used for analysis of coreference structures
emerging in this type of narrative texts. The same
dataset was used for training baseline models (see
Section 7). The test set made of 78 samples was
used for evaluating the performance of baseline
models (Appendix C). The experiments proving the
performance of the presented method in numbers,
have been run on 164 previously unseen samples.

The harmful class within this dataset comprises
text content collected by automated scrapers com-
missioned by a legal institution tasked with ad-
dressing cyber incidents of this nature. Manual
classification of these texts was carried out by pro-
fessionally trained moderators as part of their daily
responsibilities.

In the beginning, the full-text corpus exclusively
comprised non-professional narratives categorized
by moderators under the CSAM (Child Sexual
Abuse Material) classification. However, as we
collaborated on developing automated classifica-
tion algorithms, we identified a ’gray zone’ of
texts. These texts initially fell outside the strict
confines of the CSAM definition but were nonethe-
less deemed disturbing and deviant by both profes-
sional and non-professional annotators, including
members of the machine learning team.

As a result, we made the decision to expand the
category beyond CSAM to encompass harmful-
erotic content. This broader category includes
all samples describing sexual relations involving
young individuals marked by significant age and
authority differentials, such as teacher-student dy-
namics, as well as various forms of incestuous nar-
ratives. This expansion specifically encompasses
narratives where the focus lies on the sexual excite-
ment induced by family relationships and/or the
innocence of a young person, even extending to
scenarios involving cousins.

The gathered text samples were tokenized using
the same SpaCy model that was employed during
the training of the binary sexual sentence classifier.
No additional preprocessing steps were applied
either before or after tokenization, ensuring the
classifier’s robustness in handling the natural online
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presence of such content.

4 RoBERTa-Based Sexual Sentence
Classifier

The neural part of our hybrid approach relies on
the sentence-level sexual sentence transformer clas-
sifier. It consists of RoBERTa base2 and additional
linear layers with dropout and ReLU activation
build on top of the RoBERTa hidden state. The
final version utilizes only the base version of the
model, as our initial experiments have shown that
bigger model does not improve the classification
results significantly.

The Sexual Sentence Dataset (as described in
Section 3.1) was divided into train (22400) and
test (5600) with similar distributions of the classes
in both datasets, being approximately 3:1 (non-
sexual:sexual).

In its final architecture the model utilizes three
linear layers were (with sizes: 768, 512, 256, 1).
Dropout probability was equal 0.2. The model was
trained on 5 epochs (effect of early stopping based
on the validation loss), using Adam as the optimizer
with the learning rate of 1e-5. Table 1 shows the
results.

Table 1: Classification Report for validation set. "Prec."
= precision, "Rec." = recall, "Sup" = support.

Prec. Rec. F1 Sup.
Non-Sexual 0.96 0.96 0.96 4427
Sexual 0.84 0.83 0.84 1173
Accuracy 0.93 5600
Macro avg 0.90 0.89 0.90 5600
Weighted avg 0.93 0.93 0.93 5600

5 Coreference Resolution for Contextual
Analysis

Our choice of the coreference resolution method is
driven by the recognition that it is the context or
scene within these narratives that typically distin-
guishes harmless erotica from potentially harmful
variants. Detailed descriptions of the actors or ob-
jects involved in the sexual actions often reside in
separate sentences from those describing the ac-
tions themselves. The presented method combines
information from sentences classified as sexual,

2https://huggingface.co/sdadas/
polish-roberta-base-v2

i.e., those describing sexual activities, with contex-
tual information linked to individuals mentioned
in these sentences through a coreference chain as
shown in the Algorithm 1. We have decided to use
a coreference model for the Polish language pro-
posed by Saputa (2022b), based on the HerBERT
model (Mroczkowski et al., 2021). This is an end-
to-end model, conveniently integrated into the Pol-
ish spaCy model, that achieved an F1 score of 76.67
in the CRAC Shared Task 2022 (Žabokrtský and
Ogrodniczuk, 2022) on the Polish test dataset.

First, each sentence receives prediction regard-
ing whether they contain sexual content or not. For
the list of all sexual sentences, position indices in
the document are determined, ranging from the
first to the last token for each sexual sentence. Sub-
sequently, all detected coreference chains in the
text are examined to determine if they contain sig-
nificant contextual information based on the con-
textual features described in Section 6. If such
elements are identified, mention positions are es-
tablished and compared with the index ranges for
the sexual sentences. This process checks whether
a given potentially harmful cue refers to another
word that is part of a sentence describing sexual
activity. Grammatical dependencies are also exam-
ined concerning the verbal phrases in the sexual
sentence.

Contextual elements in such chains can contain
information directly — the same or synonymous
noun forms, personal pronouns, or possessives. A
crucial aspect of this analysis is the syntactic rela-
tionship, which allows us to determine whether, in
the case of multiple references to individuals, they
are indeed participating in the activities described
in the sexual sentence.

Figure 1 illustrates how contextual cues are dis-
tributed, and how the coreference mechanism al-
lows for their identification, thereby distinguishing
harmful from non-harmful erotic content, as well as
shows the visualization potential of this approach.
The provided example describes an erotic situation.
The text highlighted in red has received a "sexual"
label from the binary neural model because it de-
scribes sexual activities. However, these words are
inherently neutral:

’Wtedy on wsadził mi rękę pod bluzkę dotyka-
jąc moich piersi, nachylił się całując me usta’
(’Then he slid his hand under my shirt, touching
my breasts, leaned in to kiss my lips’).

However, thanks to coreference resolution, it be-
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Algorithm 1 Coreference resolution between harm-
ful contextual features and sex-related sentences

Requires:
doc The SpaCy Doc type

sentences List of input sentences
coref_chains List of doc coreference chains

harm_context_feats List of contextual features
(creating harmful context)

seuxal_model RoBERTa-based sexual sentence
classifier

1: sexual_ids← [ ]
2: for sentence ∈ sentences do
3: sexual_content← SEXUAL_MODEL(sentence)
4: sexual_sent_id← SENTENCE POSITION IN DOC
5: if sexual_content >= 0.5 then
6: sexual_ids.APPEND(sexual_sent_id)
7:
8: harm_context_clusters← [ ]
9: for chain ∈ coref_chains do

10: chain_ids← ALL DOC POSITIONS IN CHAIN
11: for mention ∈ chain do
12: if mention ∈ harm_context_feats then
13: harm_context_ids.APPEND(chain_ids)
14: if harm_context_ids ∈ sexual_ids then
15: harm_context_clusters.APPEND(chain)

16: if harm_context_clusters then
17: label = harmful
18: else
19: label = non-harmful
20: return label

comes evident that the ’he’ in the sexual sentence is
part of a longer chain, which allows us to decipher
that it refers to a "guardian" and simultaneously
a "P.E. teacher," indicating a physical education
teacher.

On its own, the word ’nauczyciel’ (’teacher’) can
merely serve as a hint about the profession, which
is still insufficient to unequivocally classify the con-
tent as harmful. However, the second chain leaves
no doubt. The analysis of the syntactic dependency
in the highlighted sexual sentence demonstrates
that the person who is subjected to the sexual ac-
tivity ’Wtedy on wsadził mi rękę pod bluzkę’ (’he
slipped his hand under my shirt’) is linked in a sin-
gle chain with the descriptions ’my guardian’ and
’my P.E. teacher,’ unequivocally suggesting that this
person is a student and we are dealing with a harm-
ful sexual relationship between a school teacher
and his female student.

Additionally, context elements related to the ac-
tors participating in sexual sentences but not di-
rectly describing the actors themselves, such as
elements of their clothing or body parts, were ex-
amined. As described in Section 6, the analysis
of the training set revealed the unique presence of
certain terms. Therefore, we decided to include

them in the set of potentially harmful contextual
clues that are detected in the coreference chain en-
compassing a sexual sentence.

This also applies to various variations of age
representation, where the presence of age-related
terms was, as in other cases, linked through syntac-
tic dependencies. If a sexual sentence contains sub-
ject or object descriptors of sexual activities that,
through coreference chains, connect with another
sentence containing age-related terms referring to
the same person it is a clear indicator for the text
label to be ’harmful’. For example, in the sexual
sentence ’He touched me’ and the ’me’ connects
with ’I’ in another sentence, which is the subject of
’I was 15 years old’.

6 Contextual Features for Harmful Erotic
Content Detection

The coreference features have been automatically
extracted and subjected to domain expert analysis.
These features form the basis for the rule-based
component of the hybrid model and allow for iden-
tifying specific elements of context relevant to the
analysis of coreference chains related to the sen-
tences describing sexual activities.

From the training set, all text samples involving
sexual actions were selected, leaving two classes –
of harmful and non-harmful erotic narratives. The
TF-IDF analysis was conducted on both of them
separately, and based on it, the most frequently
occurring words in their base forms (lemmas) were
selected for each class. Only those belonging to
the category ’noun’ (part of speech) were filtered
out from them. Then, among them, only those
belonging to the ’person’ semantic category were
chosen, as the most crucial distinguishing element
between non-harmful and harmful erotica is the set
of actors participating in or being subject to sexual
activities. This list ultimately includes 103 nouns.

One of the most striking examples of differences
is the word ’mama’ (’mother’), which appeared
303 times in harmful erotica and only four times in
the non-harmful class, and ’syn’ (’son’), which ap-
peared 151 times in harmful erotica and 0 times in
the non-harmful class. This set of features mainly
includes family members, teachers, and terms for
children and young people in official, colloquial,
and containing typical spelling errors.

Additionally, analyses of both lexicon distribu-
tions showed significant differences in the occur-
rence of additional elements describing scenery –
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Figure 1: Example of visualization the contextual clues through coreference resolution. Marker colors: 1) red -
sentence classified as sexual, 2) yellow - one coreference chain referring to the male person involved in the sexual
action, 3) green - coreference chain referring to the subject of the sexual action.

parts of clothing and body parts. In the case of the
CSAM class, there was an overrepresentation of
female clothing elements in the diminutive form
(’spódniczka’, ’little skirt’, ’staniczek’, ’camisole’),
also in a characteristic form of non-professional,
affective writing, which is not subject to editing,
with spelling errors. Importantly, misspelled words
do not undergo automatic lemmatization, so it was
essential to include them in their original form,
e.g.,: ’soudniczke’, ’sludniczke’, ’spudnice’, ’spud-
nicze’, ’spudniczkach’, ’spudniczki’ (there are all
misspelled version of the word ’little skirt’)

Words describing genitalia, characteristic of the
harmful class (and not present in the non-harmful
class), are vulgar forms that have undergone mor-
phological diminution. On one hand, there is an
"adult" term for intimate body parts suitable for
sexual actions. On the other hand, there is some ad-
justment to underage participants (not suitable for
sexual actions!) by using diminutive forms. Such
a form (e.g., ’kutasik’, ’tiny little cock’) is not en-
countered either in reference to adults (in that case,
the diminutive would imply at least a derogatory,
mocking attitude toward the described body part)
or in neutral anatomical descriptions of children,
where vulgar synonyms for official terms are not
used, at most endearing ones (’siusiak’,’wee-wee’).

As a result of the analysis of extracted nouns,
it also turned out to be worthwhile to introduce a
negative rule weakening the probability of predic-
tion for the harmful erotic class based on words
characteristic only for non-harmful erotica. In the

harmful class, the words ’mąż’ (’husband’) and
’żona’ (’wife’) did not appear once (only one occur-
rence of ’żoneczka’, ’wifey’). In contrast, in the
non-harmful erotic class, ’żona’ and ’mąż’ appear
pretty often, 113 and 71, respectively.

Additional features detected in the text relate
to age and include numerical, verbal, and verbal-
numerical representations, taking into account typ-
ical forms of misspelling in terms of punctuation
and spelling. The upper age limit, which is flagged,
is 17 years.

7 Experiments and Results

Detailed description of used RoBERTa model for
sentence classification (first step of our classifier to
identify sexual vs non-sexual content) is presented
in Section 6. As for the full classification, the
results were tested on independent real-life data,
which consisted of 34 harmful stories and 130 non-
harmful stories.

For the full-text classification of harmful erotic
content, we compared our proposed coreference-
driven approach with RoBERTa base model3

trained for 10 and for 20 epochs, the Longformer
base4, and a baseline model. Similar to our pro-
posed model, this baseline relies first on identi-
fying sexual sentences with fine-tuned RoBERTa
and then is looking for phrases suggesting harmful

3https://huggingface.co/sdadas/
polish-roberta-base-v2

4https://huggingface.co/sdadas/
polish-longformer-base-4096
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Table 2: Results from evaluation of all models on the test dataset made from 164 stories unseed in the training and
validation phase. Details regarding parameters used for RoBERTa model and Longformer model are available in
Appendix C.

Model Recall Precision F1 Accuracy
RoBERTa base fine-tuned for 10 epoch 91% 30% 63% 45%
RoBERTa base fine-tuned for 20 epoch 70,5% 65% 68% 88%
Longformer 82% 49% 61% 81%
Coreference-Driven Hybrid Classifier 80% 70,5% 75% 84%
Baseline Classifier (without coreference resolution) 14% 100% 24% 77,5%

context (both the baseline and coreference-driven
model utilize the same dictionaries and semantic
rules as described in Section 6). However, the main
difference is that the baseline searches for these
phrases exclusively in those sentences that have
been identified (predicted) as sexual. In contrast,
the coreference-driven model seeks contexts in sen-
tences that are not necessary sexual per se (pre-
dicted in the first step as "neutral") but connected
to sexual ones through the coreference chains. The
results of both models demonstrate that the differ-
ence in searching for cues in a direct (without uti-
lizing the coreference chains) and a broader context
(with coreference chains) is crucial for capturing
harmful content.

As shown in Table 2, the RoBERTa base trained
for ten epochs seems to be the best in the hunt for
the harmful erotica with its 91% recall. However,
its focus on the harmful class let the precision drop
to a disturbing rate of 30%, meaning that 70% of
all non-harmful erotic stories would have been ac-
cused of containing some sort of deviation. The
analogous issue can be observed in the case of the
Langformer model, which offers high recall (82%)
but still a very low precision (49%)).

Thus, for the task of detecting harmful erotica
the combination of recall, accuracy, and F1-Score is
crucial for evaluating such a model instead of solely
focusing on the highest recall. Detecting harmful
content is a delicate matter since classifying a text
with the "harmful" label may even cause legal ac-
tions. Therefore, leveraging high recall with high
precision is significant in this case. Longer training
of RoBERTa improved the precision significantly,
but the recall fell by over 20 percentage points,
which shows that this architecture cannot find the
right balance for this case.

As already mentioned, one of the main chal-
lenges for detecting harmful erotic narratives is the
collection of the training dataset. Most probably,

the Longformer or the RoBERTa model could have
shown more potential when presented with more
training data. However, in this real-world case, it
was necessary to find a working solution to over-
come the problem of such a scarce dataset that was
only possible to gather. Also given the fact that
this kind of data cannot be effectively generated to
enhance the dataset synthetically.

The coreference-driven model achieves a satis-
fying recall (of 80%) and accuracy (84%), together
with good precision and the best F1-Score (75%).
As the results show, the coreference-driven rules
enhancing the neural sexual sentence classifier of-
fer very promising alternative to the end-to-end
models when the training data is lacking.

The results of full-text classification for the
coreference-driven classifier are clearly dependent
on the performance of the sexual sentence classi-
fier. Manual analysis of both false negatives and
false positives of the coreference-driven hybrid
model reveals that the majority of errors stem
from an excessive or inaccurate classification of
sentences as sexual. Only in four cases of false
negative, despite the accurate classification of sex-
ual sentences, the syntactic relationships in the text
proved to be too complex to unequivocally trace
the connections between harmful contextual ele-
ments and the sexual actions and correctly label
the text as harmful. This led us to believe that the
proposed approach is perfectly worthy of consid-
eration and further development, mainly focused
on improvements of the RoBERTa-based sexual
sentence classifier.

8 Discussion

The main challenge in detecting harmful erotica
lies in the fact that merely identifying sexual
sentences is insufficient. What makes a text
genuinely harmful often requires a comprehen-
sive reading to extract the information from a
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complex context, including entirely non-sexual
sentences. This is why the baseline model that
searched for the contextual clues only in the direct
sexual sentences failed significantly (with the re-
call of 14%) in the overall detection of harmful
content: the clues are usually located outside the
sexual sentences. However, previous experiments
have also shown that a simple full-text search for
the clues (the keyphrases related to age, occupation,
or family relationships) is also not enough. That is
because these terms can appear in the text, but in a
completely neutral context of world-building, unre-
lated to the sexual activity itself, an innocent part
of the depicted world. Hence, it is only through
analysis using coreference resolution that we
can search for and determine the true nature of
the contextual clues and their relationships to
the sexual content.

9 Limitations and Future Work

Insufficient Harmful Data Availability. A no-
table limitation of this study lies in the limited
availability of harmful data for thorough analysis.
The acquisition and accessibility of datasets con-
taining instances of harmful activities have posed
significant challenges. To address this limitation,
we intend to expand our data collection efforts in
future research endeavors. Increasing the volume
of available data is vital for enhancing the com-
prehensiveness and robustness of our analysis and
findings.

The model for sexual sentence classification is
far from perfect yet. An essential component of
the presented algorithm, despite the critical role of
coreference, is the detection of sexual sentences
within the text. If the model’s prediction is incor-
rect, it can have a negative impact on the overall
assessment of the text as harmful because each
coreference chain is invariably linked to sentences
classified as sexual. In the subsequent stages of
the project, we plan to gather and annotate a more
diverse set of data and then improve the quality of
this classifier.

Adoption of a Learning-Based Approach Over
Rule-Based. The current contextual features
were manually selected based on tf-idf analysis.
With a larger corpus of available texts, it would be
feasible to train a dedicated model capable of auto-
matically detecting the presence of these features
within the text. This shift toward a learning-based

approach would enhance the system’s adaptability
and performance, as it could better capture intricate
patterns and nuances within the data.

10 Conclusion

Addressing the demanding yet significant appli-
cation of coreference resolution to harmful erotic
content detection, we offer the following contribu-
tions:

1. A first neural model fine-tuned solely for clas-
sifying sexual sentences in the Polish lan-
guage, based on the RoBERTa model and
trained on 28000 manually annotated sen-
tences.

2. A hybrid neural and rule-based model for de-
tecting harmful erotic content, which lever-
ages coreference resolution to extract neces-
sary contextual clues. This way, it is capa-
ble of effectively distinguishing non-harmful
from harmful erotic narratives.

3. A visual explanation method for the model
potentially highly beneficial for professional
moderators involved in the detection of such
texts in their work.

4. Preliminary analysis of the issue of harmful
erotica in the Polish language.
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A Annotation Details

In this section, we provide a comprehensive ac-
count of the annotation process, including the
guidelines used, for classifying sentences as either
sexual (1) or non-sexual (0) within the scope of our
study. To minimize the potential influence of con-
text, the sentences for annotation were intentionally
shuffled. The process involved the participation of
three annotators for each sentence, with the final
label determined through a majority voting mecha-
nism.
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A.1 Annotation Process

Annotators. Three human annotators were en-
gaged for the task of sentence classification, each
chosen for their proficiency in the target language
and their prior experience with similar annotation
tasks. These annotators were selected based on
their ability to adhere to the annotation guidelines
and their capacity to independently assess the sen-
tences.

Majority Voting. To maintain the robustness and
objectivity of the annotation process, we employed
a majority voting system. For each shuffled sen-
tence, the three annotators independently assigned
a label (1 for sexual or 0 for non-sexual). The final
label for each sentence was determined through a
majority vote. In instances of a tie, a consensus was
reached through discussion among the annotators.

A.2 Annotation Guidelines.

Comprehensive and well-defined annotation guide-
lines were crucial to achieving consistency and
accuracy in the annotation process. The follow-
ing summarizes the key aspects of the annotation
guidelines:

Sexual Sentence Definition. A sexual sentence,
as stipulated for this annotation task, is one that
includes explicit content related to sexual activities
or themes. Sentences depicting ordinary acts of
affection such as kissing, holding hands, or hug-
ging should not be classified as sexual. Annotators
were instructed to focus on the presence of explicit
or graphic language, descriptions of sexual acts,
or content intended to discuss or explore sexual
arousal as indicative of a sexual sentence.

Ambiguity and Context Independence. Given
that sentences were presented without context, an-
notators were instructed to assess each sentence
independently. Ambiguity in the sexual nature of
a sentence should be resolved based on the sen-
tence’s content alone. Annotators should not make
assumptions or rely on contextual information that
is not explicitly provided.

Consistency and Objectivity. Annotators were
encouraged to maintain a consistent approach
throughout the annotation process and to avoid
the introduction of personal biases. Classification
should be solely based on the content of the sen-
tence and its alignment with the provided definition
of a sexual sentence.

Annotator Discussions. In cases of uncertainty
or disagreement among annotators, open discus-
sions were encouraged to facilitate consensus and
ensure the accuracy of the final label. Annotators
were allowed to consult relevant reference materi-
als or seek clarification from the research team to
address any doubts.

A.3 Inter-Annotator Agreement
To evaluate the reliability of the annotation pro-
cess, inter-annotator agreement scores were calcu-
lated. These scores provide insights into the con-
sistency among annotators and the overall quality
of the annotations, considering that sentences were
presented without contextual information. We as-
sessed inter-annotator agreement using three com-
monly employed metrics: Fleiss’ Kappa, Cohen’s
Kappa, and Percentage Agreement.

Fleiss’ Kappa. Fleiss’ Kappa is a measure of
agreement between multiple annotators when cat-
egorizing items into multiple categories. For our
task of classifying sentences as sexual (1) or non-
sexual (0), Fleiss’ Kappa was calculated as 0.79.
This indicates substantial agreement among anno-
tators.

Cohen’s Kappa. Cohen’s Kappa measures the
agreement between two annotators. It was used
to assess pairwise agreement among our annota-
tors. The average Cohen’s Kappa across all pairs
of annotators was found to be 0.72, indicating sub-
stantial agreement between individual pairs.

Percentage Agreement. Percentage agreement,
which measures the proportion of sentences for
which all annotators agreed on the same label, was
87%.

A.4 Examples
To illustrate the nature of sentences classified as
sexual or non-sexual, we provide the following
examples from our dataset along with their corre-
sponding annotations in the Table 6.

B Sources of data

All non-professional stories were scrapped from
publicly available websites, including

• opowiadaniaerotyczne-darmowo.com

• sexopowiadania.pl

• pornzone.com
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• anonserek.pl

• opowi.pl (categories: o życiu, różne, miłosne)

• opowiadania.pl

• polki.pl

We utilized maximum of 2 stories from the same
author.

C Details regarding training parameters

In this section we present parameters used for train-
ing baselines models (Table 7) and classification
reports on the baselines models (Tables 3, 4, 5).

Table 3: Classification Raport for validation set for base-
line RoBERTa model trained on 10 epochs. Prec. means
precision and Rec. means recall.

Prec. Rec. F1 Sup.
Non-harmful 0.96 0.71 0.82 38
Harmful 0.78 0.97 0.87 40
Accuracy 0.85 78
Macro avg 0.87 0.84 0.84 78
Weighted avg 0.87 0.85 0.84 78

Table 4: Classification Raport for validation set for base-
line RoBERTa model trained on 20 epochs. Prec. means
precision and Rec. means recall.

Prec. Rec. F1 Sup.
Non-harmful 0.75 1.0 0.85 38
Harmful 1.0 0.68 0.81 40
Accuracy 0.83 78
Macro avg 0.87 0.84 0.83 78
Weighted avg 0.88 0.83 0.83 78

Table 5: Classification Raport for validation set for base-
line Longformer model. Prec. means precision and Rec.
means recall.

Prec. Rec. F1 Sup.
Non-harmful 0.82 0.89 0.85 35
Harmful 0.90 0.84 0.87 43
Accuracy 0.86 78
Macro avg 0.86 0.86 0.86 78
Weighted avg 0.86 0.86 0.86 78
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Table 6: Examples of Sentence Classification with Sexual Content (A1 – Annotator 1, A2 - Annotator 2, A3
– Annotator 3) Warning: This table contains sentences with sexual content. Reader discretion is strongly
advised.

Sentence Translation A1 A2 A3 Majority Label
Pocałunek trwał kilka sekund. The kiss lasted for a few sec-

onds.
0 0 0 0

Obciągnęłam spódnicę i
cofnęłam nogę pod stół.

I pulled down my skirt and with-
drew my leg under the table.

0 0 1 0

Marcin pomógł jej pozbyć się
swoich spodni.

Marcin helped her get rid of her
pants.

0 1 0 0

Robił to powoli, z czasem
przyspieszył, a ja już nie
mogłam.

He did it slowly, and over time
he sped up, and I couldn’t do it
anymore.

0 1 1 1

Wstał, a ja uklęknęłam przed
nim, wzięłam znowu do ust.

He stood up, and I knelt in front
of him, took to my mouth again.

1 1 1 1

Po chwili przyciągnął Joannę do
siebie.

After a while, he pulled Joanna
close to him.

0 0 0 0

Table 7: Training parameters for baseline models

Parameter RoBERTa based 10 RoBERTa base 20 Longformer
learning rate 1e− 5 1e− 5 1e− 5

number of epochs 10 10 10

optimizer Adam Adam Adam
batch size 8 8 8

number of linear layers 3 3 3

dropout probability 0.2 0.2 0.2

activation layer ReLU ReLU ReLU
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Abstract
Understanding coreference and anaphora is still
considered as a hard problem for NLP applica-
tions. Recent studies on modeling and anno-
tating coreference and/or anaphoric relations
show that the problem is a hard problem even
for human expert annotators. In this work, we
demonstrate an annotation environment that
enables quick and easy, but still flexible annota-
tion of coreference relations based on event se-
mantics and argument structure, and constraints
arsing from temporal logic. The main focus of
the environment is to integrate annotation of
lexically anchored entity state change tracking
and coreference chains along the event-based
entity transformation. The scheme and envi-
ronment is developed as open source, and is
publicly available.

1 Introduction

Coreference is linguistic phenomenon in which two
or more expressions refer to a single real-world
entity. Understanding coreferent relations in doc-
uments and dialogue is important in natural lan-
guage processing (NLP) systems because it allows
not only understanding the meaning of language,
but also re-grouping events and statements around
different participating entities that can be used in
automatic summarization, for example.

Although annotating coreference in textual data
has been an active research topic for a long time,
early compilations of large corpora for computa-
tional operationalization of coreference resolution,
such as MUC (Grishman and Sundheim, 1996;
Hirschman and Chinchor, 1998), ACE (Dodding-
ton et al., 2004), or OntoNotes (Hovy et al., 2006;
Pradhan et al., 2011), were focused on developing
straightforward schemes to recognize fully iden-
tical denotations of entity mentions, especially
pronominal anaphora.

However, it is often difficult to strictly define
“identity” relations between two referring expres-
sions or the denotations of those expressions. For

example, in procedural texts such as cooking
recipes, when entities in the text undergo a series
of events that cause changes in their state, it is of-
ten impossible to accurately link entity mentions
in anaphoric and/or coreference relations without
modeling the differences (state-wise) between the
“same” (substance-wise) entity before and after the
transformations caused by events.

For example, let’s consider a recipe for a PB&J
sandwich where the entity “peanut butter” is men-
tioned multiple times. The peanut butter that is
mentioned at the beginning of the recipe is the
same physical substance that is mentioned at the
end of the recipe. However, they are not exactly
the same in that the peanut butter at the beginning
of the recipe is probably in a jar, while the peanut
butter at the end of the recipe is spread on bread. To
accurately link these two mentions of “peanut but-
ter” as coreferent, we need to model the difference
between the two states of the peanut butter.

This is just one example of how difficult it can
be to define coreference relations based on binary
identity/non-identity classification between two re-
ferring expressions. In general, it is a challenging
task that requires careful consideration of the con-
text in which the expressions are used and com-
monsense knowledge of object interactions.

In this work, we demonstrate an annotation envi-
ronment that can integrate annotation of temporal
ordering and dependency of events, event argument
structures, and coreference relations with full- and
near-identity.

2 Background

Many of early research effort on coreference and
anaphora annotation has been centered around iden-
tifying full identity relations. However, this ap-
proach sometimes fails to provide a rigorous defini-
tion of the sameness (Poesio et al., 2006) or misses
many other important types of coreference rela-
tions (Zeldes, 2022), such as when two referring
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expressions refer to two different states of the same
entity (Rim et al., 2023).

When it comes to technical aspects of annotat-
ing coreference, due to the highly complex nature
of coreference and anaphoric relations and lack
of complete one-key definition of those relations,
the annotation is usually done by trained linguistic
experts to create large-scale public datasets (Prad-
han et al., 2012; Uryupina et al., 2016). Recently,
more efforts on gamifying the coreference annota-
tion (Chamberlain et al., 2016) or crowd-sourcing
it (Gupta et al., 2023) were reported. Still, due
to the fundamental complexity of the phenomena
that often requires long-distance context and in-
evitable ambiguity by polysemous use of language,
deconstructing coreference annotation tasks into
crowd-friendly simple questions remains an unre-
solved problem. Because of reliance on highly
trained expert annotators, many annotation envi-
ronments specifically developed for coreference
annotation are often designed to rely on heavy cog-
nitive work of annotators. For instance, annotating
coreference relations are frequently done (simulta-
neously with detecting entity mentions) as drawing
chains of coreferences across different parts of a
document. Thus, annotators are required to look
at the entire document all the time jumping top to
bottom, and use pointer devices to precisely drag-
and-draw links that often graphically rendered as
lines/arrows (Müller and Strube, 2006; Widlöcher
and Mathet, 2012) or color-coded bag-of-mentions
(Oberle, 2018; Reiter, 2018; Aralikatte and Sø-
gaard, 2020).

More recently, identifying and modeling dif-
ferent types of coreference relations beyond full
identity-based binary classification has been attract-
ing more attention in the community (Recasens
et al., 2010; Fang et al., 2022) These non-identity or
near-identity coreference relations are often called
bridging relations (Poesio and Artstein, 2008; Roe-
siger et al., 2018). More specifically, coreference
study in procedural text is gaining more attention,
based on corpus from cooking recipes or how-to
domains (Mori et al., 2014; Prange et al., 2019;
Fang et al., 2022).

Procedural texts are also a good source mate-
rial for entity state tracking. This is because they
often describe the steps involved in completing a
task, which can be used to track the state of enti-
ties as they move through the process. Tracking
the state of the entities in a procedural text is also

Figure 1: A full recipe text and its CUTL annotation in
graph form, annotated using the new CUTLER. Rectan-
gular nodes are events (processes) and oval nodes are
entity mentions (inputs and outputs), indexed with to-
ken location. Then, coreference relations in solid edges,
state changes in arrows, and event dependencies in dot-
ted edges.

very important to understand the text and how the
task is being completed. However, many studies
on state change annotations have been too restric-
tive in terms of the state vocabulary to capture the
full range of object transformations (Dalvi et al.,
2018), or too open to the extent that some of the
annotated data is totally unbound from any lexical
clues (Tandon et al., 2020), that can cause a system
based on such annotated training data to malfunc-
tion, such as hallucination in text generation (Wu
et al., 2023).
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3 Proposed Annotation scheme

In our previous work (Rim et al., 2023), we de-
veloped Coreference under Transformation Label-
ing (CUTL) annotation scheme and CUTLER1, its
paired integrated annotation environment, that en-
ables annotation of event argument structures and
coreference relations. In this work, we continue
the work and propose a newer version that inte-
grates temporal ordering of events and event depen-
dencies in a multi-pass workflow. The annotation
results are stored in graphs and thus, intermedi-
ate annotation progress can be easily visualized
in real-time so that annotators can visually keep
track of event-event relations (temporal order, con-
ditional dependency), entity-event relations (argu-
ment structure), and entity-entity relations (differ-
ent types of coreference relations). Our new contri-
bution is expanding the previous work by adding
annotation of event-event relations and flexibility
in annotating sub-types of coreference relations.

3.1 Process-oriented event model and event
dependency

The work is based on the process-oriented event
model. The model is a way of representing an event
as a transformation process that has inputs and
outputs. Based on the model, all event mentions
(verbs) create “phantom” result entities that can be
used as regular entities for anchoring coreference
link annotations in the rest of the timeline of the
document. And the events themselves are used as
a coreference relation to represent a type of near-
identity between two nodes in the I/O graph. For
example:

(1) a. [Chop]res1 [onion]ent1.
ent1: “(whole) onion”
res1: “(chopped onion)”
ent1←−−−−−−−→

NEAR-IDENTITY
res1

b. [Chop]res1 [onion]ent1, and [add]res2
[onion]ent2 to the pan.
ent1: “(whole) onion”
res1: “(chopped onion)”
ent2: “(chopped) onion”
ent1←−−−−−−−→

NEAR-IDENTITY
res1

res1←−−−−−−−→
FULL-IDENTITY

ent2

When an entity undergoes multiple transfor-
mations in many steps, all the state changes are

1https://github.com/brandeis-llc/dp-cutl

recorded as a sequence of transformations that are
completely anchored on textual mentions (verbs).

However, the original annotation scheme fails to
address complex temporal ordering of events and
temporally conditioned event dependencies. This
means that the original annotation scheme cannot
take into account the fact that events can happen
in a different order than they are written in the
source text. Therefore, annotation is done under the
assumption that all events are already temporally
ordered in the text, and all source texts with com-
plex event orders are deliberately excluded from
annotation.

Since all transformation processes will take time
to accomplish their goal status, we argue that tem-
porality is an important factor to consider to un-
derstand object state changes. Furthermore, we
see that some temporal relations between events
are working as conditional dependencies between
the events. Therefore, it is even more important
to precisely model the temporal and conditional
relations between events. To address this problem,
we implement an annotation workflow to handle a
simplified interval-based temporal logic as condi-
tional dependencies for initiation and termination
of events. This example shows how the text order
and the temporal order of events can differ.

(2) a. [Shred]evt the cabbage fine.
b. [Cook]evt in butter [melted]evt over low
heat until [limp]evt.

• text order: shred→ cook→ melt→ (be) limp

• temporal order:

– (shred, before, cook)
– (shred, independent, melt)
– (cook, begun_by, melt)
– (cook, ended_by, (be) limp)

3.2 Sub-types of Coreference
We proposed four sub-types of coreference-under-
identity in the previous work: identity, meronymy,
metonymy, and change of location. However, a
widely adopted set of coreference relation sub-
types does not exist. Nevertheless, there is some
level of consensus in near-identity studies that the
degree of sameness/difference can be measured.
Based on our findings, the new version of the en-
vironment is customizable with any identity-based
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Figure 2: Event relation annotation step in CUTLER.

coreference sub-types, instead of hard-coding the
relations labels into the annotation environment.
New implementation enables annotation task de-
signers to add new sub-types of coreference rela-
tions while keeping partial or total order between
those relations. This flexibility allows the annota-
tion environment to be adapted to different research
needs.

4 Annotation Workflow

In this section, we overview the annotation work-
flow using the proposed annotation environment.

4.1 Input data
The annotation process begins with loading the
input data into the environment. The environment
does not support span-based mention annotation,
so the input data must be pre-annotated with spans
for entity and event mentions. This can be done
manually or with existing NLP applications. Once
the input data is pre-annotated, it can be loaded
into the environment and the annotation process
can begin.

4.2 Event relation annotation
First step in the annotation is to reorder event men-
tions based on their temporal order. From the pre-
annotated list of event mentions, annotators are
shown a pair of events and their surrounding text,
and asked to label pairwise relation by selecting a
label among

• independent: no temporal relation between
the event pair

• before/after: one event must be finished
before the other starts

• beginning/begun_by: the beginning of one
event is conditioned on the end of the other
(e.g., do X immediately after Y)

• ending/ended_by: the end of one event is
conditioned on the end of the other (e.g., do X
until Y)

• light-verb-construction (LVC)2: not a
temporal relation, but a lexical pattern that
has two separate text parts

These temporal relation names (except for LVC,
since LVC is not a temporal one) are selected from
TimeML’s TLINK, but the logic is largely based
on Allen, 1983. Each pairwise annotation is then
used in a simplified temporal reasoning algebra to
generate next prompt in real-time3.

4.3 Coreference link annotation

For this step, we directly adopt the previous CUT-
LER environment. Unlike other coreference an-
notation tools that require annotators to link en-
tity mentions across the whole document, CUT-
LER decomposes the task to individual event-level
and simplifies the complex conference task into
an event-argument linking task. This means that
annotators only need to link entity mentions that
are part of the current event, which is much easier
than linking mentions that are spread out across a
document. We add improvements

2for LVC (e.g., [Bring]evt to a [boil]evt), annotators are
asked to pick the head event span.

3the algebra is only designed to reduce the number of
pairwise prompts to annotators based on transitive reduction,
and thus does not aim to construct a total order of events nor a
full closure of temporal relations.
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1. to event argument candidate selection algo-
rithm to handle temporally conditioned over-
lapping events: previously there were no over-
lapping events, but in the new scheme, we
have end temporal relations that indicate event
overlaps.

2. to the real-time graph visualization feature,
based on our addition of a temporal order-
ing annotation step to reflect the additional
time dimension: fig 1 shows examples of
independent and ending relations.

4.4 Coreference sub-type annotation

Although we proposed four sub-types of identity-
based coreference previously, CUTLER only im-
plements an explicit interface for annotating
meronymy relations. Other sub-types are automati-
cally inferred by some magic features of the tool,
based on the entity types and event argument struc-
tures. We decided to re-do the coreference labeling
interface to make the environment more flexible
to different definitions of coreference types, as we
found different label sets from different previous
work. As a result, our environment asks annotators
to explicitly pick a label when a coreference link is
drawn, while keeping the original magic inference
feature to provide some reasonable default values
to annotators.

4.5 Output data

Annotation results are stored in relation triples,
readily available for graph visualization for human
readers or algorithmic ingestion for machine con-
sumption.

5 Future work

At the moment, the environment is implemented
as a locally hosted web application. However, we
believe that our simplified annotation scheme and
annotation workflow implementation will enable
a quick adoption of the environment into crowd-
source annotation tool running on platforms like
AMT.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we present an integrated annotation
environment that supports different aspects of event
semantics and coreference relations, including full-
and near-identity sub-type labeling. The environ-
ment provides simplicity for annotators for quick

and easy task completion, while provides flexibil-
ity for task designers who might need to adopt
different typology and definitions of coreference
relations for their research needs and interests. The
scheme and environment (and related code) is pub-
licly available as an open-source software. And our
future direction is to port the theoretical concepts
and tool interface to a more crowdsource-friendly
implementation, to continue our effort to create an
event-driven coreference annotation dataset.

Limitations

This work showcases our latest tool development ef-
forts. The environment and annotation scheme we
present in this work are highly tailored for model-
ing conferences and event semantics in procedural
text, where the majority of events are transforma-
tional (that cause a changes in states of actual ob-
jects), rather than pragmatic or speculative, and the
majority of entities have denotations to real-world
objects. We are also developing a set of datasets
that can be used to describe the semantics of these
events and entities based on the environment and
scheme described in this work. However, those
dataset creation efforts are beyond the scope of this
paper.
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